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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. Fill DAY EVENING. AP1UL 19. 1907.
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Sorrow.
Crowd Shed Tears

three

Spncial to The Evening Citizen.
April 19.
Washington, 13.
It was officially stated at the
White House today that Captain
(Seoree Curry, newly appointed
governor of New Mexico, could
not assume the duties o his of- flee for at least three months.
J.
An order. Instructing Hon.
secre- W. Itaynolds. territorial
tary, to Jill the office in the In- torim,, was at once Issued and
is now being transmitted to San- ta Fe hy mail. Governor Curry
is well known by the president
ami stands very high In his fa- vnr as well as in New Mexico.
The president believes he will
be acceptable to the people hucI
has received messages endorsing
his action from New Mexico.
The principal charges, thus far
made public, against the de- posed governor are: That he dis- rupted the republican party In
New Mexico instead of promot- ing hartnony; that ho transfer- red territorial lands to a cor- poratlon contrary to law; that
the people of New Mexico did
not relish his administration of
affairs and that the legislative
assembly was hostile to his
method of procedure. Delegate
Andrews had several lengthy
conferences with the president
before any action was taken in
the matter of removing the
governor and the president was
informed in detail of the true
situation In New Mexico, politi- Oat ajid otherwise.
He asked
for and secured Information from
nil sides concerned.
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Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M.. April 19. J.
W. Itaynolds, territorial
secre- tary, has not yet taken charge of
the affairs of the governor's office
in pursuance with the plans of
as announced
the president,
through the press yesterday.
His f.uhire to do so results from
the fact that he has not yet been
officially notified of the removal
of H. J. Hagerman, and of his
added duties. He is, however,
nominally the governor, acting In
that capacity during the ah- senee of Hagerman from terri- tiiri.il soil.
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over New Mexico. The
Vizeri today received messages from
prominent
republicans,
taxpayers,
business men and others, approving
of tile removal from office of Herbert
.1.
Hagerman, and the appointment
In his stead of Captain George Curry,
present governor of Saniar province,
Philippine Islands.
Sentiment on every hand, instead
of condemning President
Koosevelt,
is increased greatly in
his favor.
Hardly a. county in the territory has
not had some grievance against the
wavering administration of Hagerman and there has not been one precinct heard from thus far that does
not predict for the new executive
Captain Curry, the greatest of success in the conduct of the office to
which he has been appointed.
The
unpopularity of llagerman and the
lank injustice of most of his official
arts, aru now making themselves
manifested on all sides. F.ven from
the Pecos valley, democratic to a
ureal extent and supposedly a
stronghold, come messages
f praise, for the action of the president in removing Hagerman.
Captain Curry Very Popular.
Captain Curry is very popular
among his old friends in the southwest and the general feeling is that
'ie will bring to his task, an intimate
knowledge of conditions here, of the
people with whom he must ileal and
of the policies and principles of the
republican party.
The native people of New Mexico,
ihose of Spanish descent, welcome
Hie apolntmeut of Curry unanimously. They now feel that they will be
tuken again into consideration
as
they always have been by former republican administrations and as they
should be.
Capital City Pleased at Removal.
At Santa Fe, where Governor Ha-- 1
German has a residence, and where
liis ofrii UI ai ts were subjected
to
i loser scrutiny
than in any other por- tion of the territory, owing to the
facilities there were better-fotut thatdoing,
so
the sentiment Is pruc- iically unanimous in the endorsement,
the president's action. The news.
while expected, came so suddenly that
n created considerable more interest
than under ordinary circumstances.
I
was believed in Sahts
that the
governor would be " wed to return
..i the capital before being retired.
It is not knon whether or not he
t ) remain long in Santa Fe
but the probabilities are that he will
(Urn there Monday In order to turn
over the offieu to the territorial
!i:id to adjust his personal af- .urs. It is believed that he will then;
Mexico, as it is understood.
New
ive
Mr. Hagerman does not particularly,
iike the southwest .is a place of resi-'i!There i. a report in Santa Fe
a it thformer governor has received
in ulT'or of a place In the diplomatic
tvii'i. which he left to come to Newel. u o as cmri .or. The report can
- veritied.
ot
it is known. how-,ei- lint Home of his Washington
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Devastated Caroline Islands. Bureau Predicts Duration They Wanted 500.000 Acres
Genera! Booth Received
Twenty Four, Hours-Dama- ge
of Nebraska Lands-La- nd
With Royal Welcome.
Anticipated.
Cases Pressed In Idaho.
PEACE ASSURED FOK
CENTRAL AMERICA

'
t...
SNOW IN OKLAHOMA IS
JUDGE POLLOCK GIVES
UNCLE SAM RECEIVER
OBSTRUCTING TRAINS

Berlin, April 19. A cable message
from the governor of the is'ar.d of
Yap, announces
that a disastrous
typhoon swept over the Caroline Islands March 29 and 290 of the 800
natives of the Ululthl group were
drowned. The cocoamit trees were
destroyed niu' fair.i'ie threatens th'i

Omaha, Neb., April 19. Thomas
Huntington, Ami 11. Todd and
Fred Hoyt were convicted in the
United Stutes court here today on
charges of conspiracy to defraud the
government out ot about half a million acres of land in Sheridan and
Cherry counties, Nebraska.

Denver,
April
19.
The snow
storm which prevailed in the moun
tains for two days has spread over
Colorado, Wyoming and a portion of
New Mexico today, and the weather
predicts it will last for
bureau
I'll. n Ol
twenty-fou- r
hours. Snow began falling In Denver since early this mornMIKA1M) JOINS IN WK- ling with a temperature of 36 degrees.
C OMi: TO (.KNF.H
I, 1500TIC. A strong
wind was blowing, but this
Tokio, April 19. The emperor of ha subsided as the day advanced
and
Japan has Joined in a popular wel- the temperature rose.
Damage to
come to General U .ith, of the ,Sa n fruit and early vegetables Is appreArmy, anil w.ll receive the gen- hended.
eral In special audience tomorrow.
v.i-t'"-

PKACi: PUOSPIX.TS GOOD
FOK CKNTUAIj AMFIUCA.
Washington, April 19. A tentative
agreement for peace, according to
advices received today, has bee i arranged between Nicaragua und Salvador, which will probably end the
Orjer have
'..cntral Ann ne m war.
ti Issued for the withdrawal of ail
!"
Ntcaraguan troops from Honduras,
and peace negotiations are proceeding with every prospect for successful
fruition within a brief time.
UKAUING OF Sl'IT

AGAINST HII.Ii DF.VF-KNew York. April 19. A suit for
$2HH against Hill lievery,
of
police, comes up for trial today In

Is

all-rou-

M.

NAVIGATION'

CONFERENCE
HELD IN NEW YORK.
New York. April 19. The navigation congress called in accordunce
wltlt petitions of trade and merchnn-til- e
bodies in this city, met on the
Many
17th.
commercltl
bodies in
many cities were repre?enl. especially those ulong the Atlantic
coast. The meeting was occasioned
by the Impression createu by the terrible loss o ft he Lurchmont. A memorial was sent to Secretary Straus.
of the department of commerce and
labor, setting forth that many passenger steamers
are manned by
crews untrained as to the use of life
boats. These men, too. It Is contend
ed, are overworked and are unable to
assist passengers in the time of accidents. Hoards of trade throughout
the United States are asked to petition congress in the interest of a law
which will compel steamship companies to train their crews.
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Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Socorro. N. M . April 19.
With practically the whole population of this town cheering
"on. H. o. iiursum's name and
waving torches ana flags. Governor II. J. Hagerman. deposed,
was burned ill el'ligy in the plaza
Here last ninlit. The citizens
on receipt of the
raised
news of 11
removal and
ii was spent In a bis- joitnicatlon.
"''pea hous." was observed all
oier the Io.mi. Sewral hundred
ni'-Joined in a bi lorchlinht
proces--;- ,, n which paroled
ihe
agei-muii'-
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Omaha, April lit. In the five grent
states of the country
the minimum price of this cereal this
year will be Si u bushel. This at least
is the plan of the Amerfican Society
of lvliity, the grain growers' department of which will hold its annual
convention in Omaha June 5, 6. and
7.
Minnesota, North Ltakota. South
liakota, Nebraska and Kansas will
stnd large delegations to the convention. Oklahoma. Iowa and other
.
to lie represented.
states are
The purpose of this society ami the
scope of lis membership were explain, d at length today by J. A. Fvei-i- it
of Indianapolis, its president, who
al-f-

.i.u.l:

'The American Society of Kqui'y is
m ga'ilzalioii of
farmers
.inii local ."oiieties in 2,70ft of the
" "'"
ui'i.r .1 counties or the
m

AM) AUSTRIAN
OIISI.RVORS FEEL OA AKE
19.
London. April
John Milne,
seismologist, says his Instruments
recorded a large earthquake begin'
nlng at 9:10 Wednesday night. It
reached Its mnxtmnfn intensity at
10:08 and lasted u long time after.
He estimated it to be 5.400 miles distant, probably in Mexico or In the
northern part of South America.
Tho Austrian
observatory
telegraphs that a great earthquake began at 10:15
time. The
center of disturbance aparentlv was
0,250 miles away.
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CAUSE!

LIKE THE FRISCO HORROR
New York, April 19. Prof. C. I".
Herkey of the department of geology
at Columbia, says that the earthquake
conditions prevailing In Mexico are
exactly similar to those which prevailed In San Francisco a year ugo.
Mexico is comparatively a new region,
according to Prof. Herkey.
where the process of formation are
still gJilng on, causing earthquakes.
He continues: "I cannot connect the.
present disturbances with any particular volcanic eruption, although there
are in Mexico now four active volcanoes. There Is not, however, liny necessary connection between these volcanoes and the quake."
PI

EM I : T EH KOR 7.ES
ALL ITS NElt;illOIU100lt
Lima, April 19. The volcano
In the province of Valdiva,
Chile, Is yet in active eruption and
new craters have been developed and
opened. The losses in the neighborhood nre enormous and the InhabiY I Ml

1

tants are panic stricken. Showers of
hot ashes are fulling and there are
continued earthquake shocks accompanied by subterranean explosions.
The ruined inhabitants are ileelng In
nil directions.

CONTRACTS TO WED
WITHIN

Y

'

a

i:.MN(

BUSHEL

American Society of Equity, Grain
Growers' Department, Proposes to
Keep Control of Product of
Its Members' Fields.
w

es

are

IAND FICAl'D 4 'ASKS INDF- PKNDK.NT OF MOVF.K CASH.
Denver, April 19. In an Interview
with the Associated Press today Judge
M. C. liurch, special assistant United
States attorney general, who recently
returned from Idaho,
SNOW JS SO FAST IN
denied that
OKLAHOMA TKAINS STOP. there Is any connection whatever between
prosecution
the
of land fraud
Oklahoma Clty. April 19. Reports
In that state and the trial of
from west Oklahoma say thut snow Is cases
Western
of
Federation
Miners' ot
falling from Chicklsha, I. T., to ficlals.
Amarillo, Texas, and north to the
northern line of Oklahoma.
At
Gerry, Okla., snow Is reported falling Till', FNCI,K SAM Oil.
COMPANY GUTS KHCKlVUlt.
so fast an to make It difficult to keep
L
Topeka, Kan., April 19. Judge J.
the trains moving.
C. Pollock, in the United States district court here today, announced
HANDICAP GAMF--S AT
that he would grant the petition of
XOKT1I EM) PAHK. the complaining stockholders and aprtostou. Mass., April 19. In con- point a receiver for the Uncle Sam
nection with patriots day celebrated Oil company, whose secretary and
at North End park today, mere will treasurer, H. H. Tucker. Jr., was rebe a set of open to all registered cently Indicted on the charge of using
amateurs.
One the malls to defraud.
The events are:
hundred yard dash, 440 yard, 880
The company has 10,000 stockholdyard, and one mile run and running ers distributed over all parts of the
high Jump. There will be a special country.
The statement issued on
team race between St. Alphonsus, April 6th last showed the receipts
Cambridgeport,
Gymnasium,
and from the sale of stock to be someSouth IJoston A. C. Gold and sliver thing over $1,000,000,
watches will be given to the first and
Convention of Panhandlers
second place men In each event, ex- SONS OF VETERANS CFI.K- cept team race, In which gold watches
ItRATE
ANNIVERSARY.
will be awarded.
Draws Large Crowd and
Patterson, N. J., April 19. Camp
S, Sons of Veterans, have assembled
Queen City Plays Host.
In this city to celebrate the twentieth
anniversary of the organization of
the camp in this city, in April 21,
ls7. As the unnlversary falls this Special to The Kvening Citizen.
year on Kunduy the celebration is
Roswell. N. M., April 19. Yesterset for two days ahead.
day was the third day of the eighth
annual convention of the Panhandle
CHAM.
Stockmen's Association of Texas, now
PIONSI1IP TO IJE IIIXO. in session In this city.
So far us
A
New York, April 19. It Is expect- could be seen no diminution of the
ed that all the clubs In the metro- attendance marked tho proceedings,
politan district who have heretofore and It Is estimated that at least 4.000
y
pursued
running will people from out of town were presenter their teams for the ten mile ent and took purt in the celebration.
championship, which is to be held The convention was called to order
tomorrow ut the polo grounds, the shortly after the time appointed by
home of the New York National Avery Turner, vice president and genLeague club. Inasmuch as this is eral manager of the P. N. & U. K
a national chumplonship it Is expect- lly., and several short talks by mem
ed that representatives of (u.ier clubs bers of the association followed, tho
will be seen in this event, Including subjects being of u timely and Inseveral of the Marathon competitors teresting character.
Routine busifrom Boston and eastern towns.
ness was ulsu attended to and new
officers were elected for tho ensuing
year.
AI.III'Ql'ERQTE MAN HAUI.Y
Jn the afternoon
large crowds
1SJI lti:i IN EL PASO
viewed the free to ull polo and has.
ball games, the first
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4
ut Military
United States. Its purpose is to carry on its organization work through
Heights at a o clock, and the latter
Special to The Kvening Citizen.
at the grounds on the corner of Fifth
local societies, organized Into state
LI Paso, April 19. Ceorgc A.
and Main streets, between the Amer-lll- o
unions.
dills, who for live years was
being
and the New Mexico Military Inside
is
employed
strongly
as a lineman by the
"Its business
developed along the lines of departstitute teams.
Postal Telegraph company at AThe game was won
by the Koswell hovg by a score of
lbuquerque, fell from a pule, here
ments covering various farm pro1.
2
today and as a result may die
lo
ducts. Such departments already organized are those of fruit and proThe program for th evening infrom his injuries. Uillis fell about
thirty feet. One leg was broken,
duce and of tobacco. Tho grain
cluded a megaphone inin-irgrowers' depar'ment is the third. The
an arm injured and he received
at the Auditorium rink, a
i;r.i:,il concert in tho ik.v
liileinal injuries of a grave naconvention in June will launch the
Luptisi
grain ilcpirtin nt on a solid basis.
ture. Ho is cll known in Achurch building, a performance at
lbuquerque.
tin- Majestic theater ami a grand bai'.
"A central
uie.m will gather and
disseminate, p. formation
concerning
at the Commercial club, which was
At the local nfliee of !,e l',,s- supply and ipinand; fix a minimum!'
complimentary to .ol
holding
of price below which the
fanners'
tal Telegraph coiiipmy, u wa.-credential. '1'lie bitter w .is u brilagree not to sell, and handle and di- stated today that (iillis was emliant s. flair and t!i u I'lai:. meat was
ployed by the ion, puny for a
vert the gi:iu from the source of
highly complimented on the good
II- - I.i.h
supply to tin- points of demand as
number of years
tast.) evidenced in th.. de.oralioiia
many friends' ir this ctf.
..lining a glut of the
nee.i. ,1,
.,; i... ,.. lie irate
alii other
i
c
V 6 a
n.et k. t '. : .!"' poi'i! at any tun.-.- '
;
mi

WHEAT AT

Details
Mexico
Monday morning are still lucking. According to the latest estimates, based
to a great extent on unconfirmed reports. 600 are dead and over S.000
injured. It is Impossible to estimate
property loss but it will amount t
millions.
In the town of Chilapa nearly fifty
bodies have been taken from the
ruins and nearly 800 are being cared
for In temporary hospitals. The people are waiting In terror to see. what
the volcano of Colima will do. It
seems on the verge of a terrible outbreak, and In the immediate danger
zone nre prosperous sugar and coffee
plantations and several thriving cities.
This volcano has terrorised southern
Mexico for half a century.

AMERICAN INTERESTS AT
LA DICHA ESCAPE I.4SN
New York, April 19. Private messages from huslness interests In the
territory affected by the earthquake
In Mexico, show that these Interests
suffered no damage at l.a Dlchu In
the state of Guerrero
during the
$226,000.
earthquake last Monday. Extensive
business Interests, In which Americans are concerned and employed at
oiiio Mx;noi;s
FOR SENATOR FOR.VKER. Marquis, Kin the Pacific, although
twelvo miles from Acnpulco,
Springfield, O., April 19. H. C. about
Smith, of Cleveland, a former mem- escaped ctamiige.
ber of the legislature, will speak here
tonight at the negroes' meeting. He PHILIPPINES GET TWO
UIO SHAKES OR .MORE
will xpeak to the negroes
on the
Manila. April' 19. ItenorU
have
Brownsville affair, and In favor of
At-le- f
Senator Fpraker for president,
the "meeting a Foraker club will eei e hi iiniuiiKe in me town Vw
be organized, which will take an ac- Nueva
CaCffoS, Capital ot the provtive part in the presidential campaign ince of Arlbos C;a marl ues, und also
and. in all Ohio politics. Secretary at Tayabas. In the province of Taya-ba- s,
Creager, of the trades assembly,
in northern Luzon. Destruction
says that the great majority of labor- of buildings Is reported but so fur
ing men In the city are in favor of there is mi mention of any loss of
Secretary Taft for president against life. A tremblar was experienced at
Foraker.
He says that while Taft Manila with Intermittent shocks for
may lia
licclded against taa unions .three hours this morning. , Three of
in regard to perpetuating government the shocks were severe but the maby Injunction, yet the unions
will jority of ihe others were scarcely perceptible.
support him against Foraker.

FARMERS COMBINE TO KEEP

.ol:i;voit
IN

FIRE.

City of Mexico. April 19.
of the earthquake in southern

St. Louis, April 19. An explosion
of gasoline caused a Are In the gur-ag- o
of the Mississippi Valley Automobile company, today, that extended
across tho street to the Central Automobile Kxchango garage, destroying
both buildings and about 100
.entailing a loss estimated at
auto-mboll-

to-d- si

-

'

111

ion:i. vmr.

CRIPPLU IXSI,S LIFE.
April
19, The
Elirdra,
Hotel
Campbell, at Athens, Pa., was destroyed by lire this morning.
Elam
Kendall, a cripple, was unable to get
out and lost his life. Several others
were injured.

the third municipal court. The suit
for the making of some plans for
houses at Arverne, on
Uevery
Mass.,
Medford. llltltl:l
April 19. A- advanced JaO, agreeing which
to pay $200
lthough nearly fifty years
of age, more when completed. Uevery says
Peter W. Foley, of this city, will he never asked the man to make the,
compete in the Marathon race
and only lent him J5U. lie is
yat Jloston. Foley, who is a mem- plans,
vigorously fighting the case.
ber of the P.. A. A., is an
athlete. For the last three years he
has started in the Marathon race, and
although he never won he always
finished strongly. His appearance on
tile road from Ashland to iioston on
these occasions has always created
ns much interest ami enthusiasm as
that of the winner. All along the
lines he is greeted with cheers.
While the "old mini," us he is commonly called in New Kngland. is not
a sprinter, he is a plodder who has
never been known to quit. Many
times his stamina, has enabled him to
beat out opponents who were less
than half his age. Last year he
among the first thirty, and two
years ago he came In Hind. In that
race it took him 3 hours, 27 minutes,
fi
seconds to traverse the course.
He has always remained an amateur,
notwithstanding he has had many offers to become a professional.
I

scc-i-tu-

b-

i.v

Mac-phers-

xpi-(ls-

i

Manila, April 19. The town of Ilo.
Ilo wan totally destroyed by tire this
morning and 20,000 people were rendered homeless. Tito names are still
raging and the fire has passed beyond all control.
The damage lias
not been estimated.
Only meagre
reports have been received and telegraph communication is affected.

months and
fort

iiitDMtlltYti
C

I!

to cover up his failure in New Mexico
heal his wounded pride by an efto place him again In office in
other quarters. His record, however,
Is against him and they are meeting
with difliculty.
Sooorro Celebrated the Etrnt.
At Socorro last evening, there was
a mass meeting of citizens, and a big
jollification rally was held. Several
hundred dollars was raised yesterday
afternoon, as soon as the news of
Hagerman's removal was received and
It was expended in a public expression by the cltistens, of their appreciation of the president's action In
removing Hagerman and appointing
Captain Curry.
At Las Vegas, the removal of Governor Hagerman met with popular
approval and there was a general
feeling that the appointment of Captain Curry would do much to ut once
repair the damage wrought bv the
former administration.
A number ot other places reported
similar feeling among the residents
and the expression of the highest
confidence In the ability and the
"square deal" of the new executive.
Only Little Danny Wept.
Contrary to the statements of the
morning paper, Albuquerque was not
thrown Into mourning at the news of
the removal of the boy executive.
Huslness seemed to Jog along in about
the same old way and there were not
many tears shed outside of the
fake reform crowd, every one
of whom hnd a right to cry long and
loud. There was no disposition to
treat the ousting of Hagerman as a
national calamity except by the morning paper, to which the attnir assumed that magnitude. The appointment of Captain Curry as governor
New Mexico, was received with uni-of
versal approval by the citizens of Albuquerque particularly among the
older residents who knew him well.
The general impression here is that
he will first and foremost he the governor. I). A. Macpherson, etc., to the
contrary notwithstanding;
that he
will do his own thinking, conduct a
republican administration and
give
the people a "square deal." A few
months under such a regime, will
quickly show the few doubters what
Hagerman Was not.
That the news of the executive's
removal was of great Interest was
shown hy the fact that The Kvening
Citizen, which handled
the story
more fully than any paper In .,cw
Mexico, could not supply tne demand
for copies. An
number of papers in excess ofextra
the usual amount,
were Published but tht n
was sold out by 7 o'clock and oi..
the
people who continued to come to The
Citizen office until after 10 o'clock
ut night were disappointed.
SILVER CUP OFFERED
nut
NOVICE
Salem, Mass., April lit. ForlOG.
the
dog show which is being held
today
and tomorrow by the North Shore
Kennel club in this city, Congressman Gardner has offered a valuable
solid silver cup for the best novice
day, either sex. any breed, owned in
New Kngland.
This has created
great competition
among breeders
and exhibitors of dogs heretofore not
shown outside of the puppy class,
as a dog can only win one blue ribbon in the tiovii'f eiiiMU
ftr In the
he Is obliged to he entered
limit or open. The list of special
presents Is both numerous and valuable, bin. none excite so much interest
us the one offered by the congressman.

STILL VERY ACTIVE

Explosion of Gasoline Destroys Quake Docs Damage In Island of
Two Garages and 100 Autos
Luzon -- Big Tremblor ReLoss Put at $225,000.
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as the branches are
"Fountains."
called, own valuablo property In
their respective communities. On the
lot allotted to the negroes
the True Reformers have erected a
building and throughout
substantial
the exposition, will have In complete
operation a model bank with a safe
deposit attachment, and all the machinery staff of officers and
of a first class metropolitan banking Institution. They will
handle the money of the concessionaires, cash checks. Issue money orderj
drafts, bills of exchange, receive deposits from visitors and employes,
take enre of valuables of persons w ho
may not want to carry them around
and in short transact a regular business of banking for the convenience
of all who may require such service.

HO

LONDON

aw

Suspects Some Great American Spenders were crippled In Wall Street.
MISSOURI

HUNG

PACIFIC MAIL NTKAM

SHIP

MURDERERS YESTERDAY

Janestown Exposition. Which
Ad-

lindor.. April 19. London purvey-urto the tourlnt class, nre greatly
worrltxl over the American tourists
who every year fill, the old metropo-

n

Ten new hotels and scores of
reardtng-houe- n
await the visitors, but now a great lot of uneasl-nt'shas stmt in lt;t financial disturbances may have cut ofT the resources
ipf the great spenders who have left
untoM sums In the coffers of the hotel men and the army of subordinates
ho have fattened on the millions
spent by the lavish Americans. Many
noted npenders In the Ixindon metropolis will be missed, for a lack of
speBdtng money, which took lt.
Might in Wall xtreet, but there need
le no apprehension on the part of
the caravansarle?,
which have an
army of fresh comers on the way to
completely fill them. This army has
so far filled every steamer that has
started for the eastern shores of the
big pond, and It is generally estimated that the number of tourists going
abroad from America Is larger than
ever. These are the advices that
reaoh London now, and the passenger
lists of the steamers bear out tho
anticipations
of the
The Htrand. ltegent street and Bon1
street are filled with Americans, and
smartly dressed American ladies are
to bo neen on every hand. The number of Americans In the museums,
galleries and public gardens suggest
.May or Juno Instead of April.
The
hig hotels Increase the number of
guests
every
with the arrival of
their
Inquiries at the tourists'
steamer.
agencies about coach and tallyho
trips, and Journeys in all parts of
Ireat Britain and Ireland were never
more numerous than at his time of
the year. The I .on don newspapers
print far more American news than
ever before, as well as many stories
of American life and characteristics.
The Daily Kxpress says "Only a few
of us want the American's money.
The majority want the color ana
charm of his vivacious personality.
Wo adopt more and more good things
from, the United States. Perhaps the
most obvious return England has
made is the Improvement
of the
American accent. Today he has just
enough accent to make his conversation pleasant. Long may the invasion continue."
lis.
new

H

mtKss ;oois

.1

VMFKTOWN TO SHOW

NKtiKO 1,1 FK ADVANCF..
Jameetown. April 19. The exhibition by the negroes In the exposition
building is already assuming large
proportions, and bids fair to be u
very creditable showing of the progress made by the race within a few
years. The United Order of True
has charge of the show, and
is able to put forward a very attractive) and creditable exhibition. The
headquarters of the True Reformers
i
at Richmond, where it operates a
bank, a department store, a theatre,
and a real estate exchange. In addition to an old folks' home and industrial institute. The organization embraces a membership of 6,000. The
membership Is scattered through the
land, und many of the subordinate

CHRONIC
Wr

CRANKS.

.I have met people who

tinuaJly kicking.

nun.;

INCKEASINt; THIS FALL.
As the period
for selecting dress goods is now fairly advanced the selling agents report
a stronger demand as coming to hand
from the jobbing trade, especially In
the middlewest. Prices on the heavyweight materials are firmly held, and
It is not to be expected that late buyers will find stocks available at any
lower terms.
Some of the large
manufacturers of dress goods have
already placed a number of their
leading fabrics at an advance of from
2 to 3 per cent.
The strictly staple
line of cheviots, serges, wool suitings, and plain worsteds are under
order to an extent that makes the
season an assured success. Plain
Panamas and piece dyes are also well
situated. No class of dress goods is
In better request for the fall and winter of 1907 than fine grade broadcloth of superior finish. The Imported lines are under heavy import orders, nnd domestic lines are rapidly
reaching a position where the agents
must duplicate orders. The cuttiug-u- p
trade is interested In getting plain
and fancy henrlettas, panamas, ba
tistes, and tweeds for early fall requirements, and is also taking a con
siderable quantity
of plaids and

Bcarpenter,

nrFF,
't hick"

GEORGE A.
Wlio Steps Into Poor

Shoe.

KuUils

Chicago. April 19. "Geo. A. Huff,
newly selected manager of the Boston
Americans, has a pretty rocky road
to travel," Is the opinion of most
base ball fans.
The Boston team
was an uncertainty before "Chick"
Stahl's tragic suicide.
Since then It
is demoralized.
The thought of a
hoodoo hanging over a club Is not
likely to engender a winning spirit
among the players.
Bright spots for Huff are the facts
that Collins and Crlger are back in
shape, and he has full authority under his contract. Owner Taylor cannot mix in.
This puts It up to the
new manager.
Huff is said to be one of the highest
salaried managers in base ball.
He
has been athletic director at the University of Illinois for twelve years,
and has been a big success.
Boston
Batteries

Hughes and
oberlin and Shaw.
Western League.
At Lincoln Lincoln-Puebl- o
called off; snow.
At Sioux City Sioux
game postponed; snow.
At Des Moines
Denver-De- s
game postponed; rain.

n 4
Bliinken-shl-

4
p;

game

City-Omah-

a

-

Moines

American AsHclatiii.
At Louisville Louisville
Kansas
City game postponed; rain.
At Columbus Columbus
S; Mil- waukee 0.
At Toledo Toledo 10: St. Paul 4.
At
Indianapolis
Indianapolis
3
Minneapolis 0.
--
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BASE BAIL STORY
If Hughey Jennings puts into practice some of the things that he used
to do on the old Baltimore team, the
Detroit club will
bear watching
around the circuit this season.
In
talking of old days he says:
"We took advantage of every point
to win a game. Once McGraw got a
base on about the thinnest thing I
ever saw. A pitched ball hit his bat.
He at once pinched his arm and

(imagine

ttJ

Where They Are Playing Today.
American Icngue.
at Chicago,
Detroit at Cleveland.
Washington at Philadelphia
Boston at New York.
St. Louis

National Ijeagnc.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
Cincinnutl at St. Louis.
iiicago at Pittsburg.
STANDINt; OF THE TKAMS.
3

1

S

2
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are eon Pittsburg
Lite seems a terrible St. iouls
thing to them. They Brooklyn

1
1
1

seldom smile.

L

.1

2
4
4

Something dreadful
American Irfiigue.
is going to happen,
Won. Lost.
4
2
nothing it ever just Chicago
New
3
2
York
right,
they
and
3
2
Detroit
worry and fret and
'

complain from Boston
Philadelphia
morning till night.

3
3
2

3
3
2
3

ANYTHING TO WIN.

Pet.

.760
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Pet
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.600
.600
.600

,R00

Cleveland
.600
Their trouble Washington
2
.400
seems to be just a St. Louis
1
4
.00
bad disposition but
this is seldom so.
Wcwtero
In most oases there
Won. Lost. Pet
1
0
1.000
is one of two things Denver
1
Lincoln
0 1.000
the
matter with Sioux City
M M. J. K. SMOCK.
1
0
l.OOt)
them; either their
1
0
.000
nerves or their digestion is responsible. Pueblo
0
Omaha
.000
Ikjtbrotoe from the same thing stomach
Des Moines
0
.000
trouble. A man or woman whose nerves
are tied in knots is bound to be mighty
YESTERDAY'S GAMES
poor company. The same thing ia true if
National Ieague.
what thry cat don't digest properly. No
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
1
2
2
wonder they grumble, I don't blame them. Pittsburg
Chicago
0 6
I have seen Cooper's New Discovery
t
Leifleld
Batteries
Phelps;
and
change the whole disposition of people in
Brown
and
Moran.
simply
a month's time
by getting their
At Philadelphia- -R. II. E.
stomach in shape again. Even the
,. 8 10 6
Boston
on their faces was altogether Philadelphia.
8
6
10
different. The worried, tired, fretful look
.''atterles Bnulets, Need ham and
change J to
peaceful happy expression,
Orendorf; Plttlnger and Dooln.
aod tht lines of care disappeared altogether.
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
Mary people tell me about this in letters. New York
0 2 2
3
They seem to think it a miracle. Itu'at. Brooklyn
J 1
Batteries Taylor and Bremahan;
It's juct the stomach working again.
Pastorious and Rittur.
Here's a case of this kind:
lrpvent St. Iouis Gamo.
"It u!Tered with my stomach for thirteen St.CoklIuls-('lncinngxme called
jears. Nothing I ate seemed to digest. 1 off. cold and wet.
al.o had chronic constipation, and was
tired, dull, irritable and despondent all
American
At Chicago
the lime. 1 found it difficult to attend to
E.
it.
Chicago
s
1
2
my duties as traction agent at this place."
Louin
St.
7
0
0
"Sik different doctors treated me and
Batteries
Altrork
MoFarland;
and
all iue different opinions."
Morgan and Buelow.
"1 hrgan taking Cooper's New DiscovAt Cleveland
R. J. E.
ery, and to tr y surprise it helped me from Cleveland
0 8 2
1
gained
have
first.
the
ten pounds in letroit
2
6 0
three weeks arj am feeling nae. My
Batteries Hiss an.i is, mis; Mullin
pleasure, where before it nnd Payne.
work now is
wa cruiser; ."
At New York
J. R. swock, Cicero,
.
R.
Philadelphia
o
4
ladie.
New York
9
2
Batteries Coomb.
Virkers
and
w c
the Cooper medicines.
Berry; f Urksoti.
KUinnu and
Thomas.
THE J, H. O'RIELLY CO.
1

claimed his base.
The umpire was
skeptical, but McGraw showed his
arm. which of course was red from
the pinching, and was given the bag.
"Of course. I succeeded ia gotting
hit a good many times, and most always the pain and the rubbing were
all a bluff. We were after games,
and we got them. But I have received several slashes in my career which
were the real thing, one resulting In
a broken nose.
"it Is not such a pinful thing to
get hit. When I determined to get
hit In order to walk. I Just braced
myself, tightened my muscles and the
ball would bounce off like rubber.
It's easy, but it takes nerve.
You
can't play ball, however, without1
nerve. The principal thing in base
ball is to win games."
SPOUTING NOTES.
Roy Hitt, Pacific coast southpaw,
has reported with the Cincinnati
Reds.

1

atl

.

Tangle over whether Topeka shall
remain In the Western League is still
worrying the magnates.
Matty Baldwin of Boston whipped
Jimmy Clabhe and Billy Roche in
one night at Milwaukee.
Johnny Summers, the English light
weight, Is a wonder, according to for
eign critics. All London believes he
scared Battling Nelson across the
pond.
In the annual regatta at Monaco,
the La Lorraine, a
boat covered 60 kilometers in 71 minutes,
21 seconds.
40-fo- ot

Tod Sloan's friends say ho will soon
be riding again In this country. They
claim te have a tip that he will be re- insialeQ

"Spike" Robinson has declined to
meet Tommy Sullivan in a
battle. He says he will sign for a
six-rou-

go.

F.T the first time

tuiiit'i

SoooimI

St. anil Railroad Ave.

At Huston

Wu.-llingt-

In

this country a

College will hold un open golf tournament. Th Princeton golf club will
break the ice May

res. FifBrown. Jewell D..
teenth street, between Klate and
Marble avenues.
Prown, John, brakeman
Santa Fe
By., res. Majestic hotel, 206 south
First street.
Brown, Mrs. L. A. D., res. 624 eust
Iron avenue.
Brown, Mis Mary A., housekeeper,
res. 416 west Lead avenue.
Brown, Melville 8., clerk, res. 601
west Roma avenue.
Brown, Robert F.. driver Whitney
Co., res. 707 west Coal avenue.
Brown, Mrs. Ruth (widow), res.
422 west Lead avenue.
Brown, Walter L., res. 416 south
Third street.
Brown, William P., lineman Colorado Telephone Co., res. Old Town.
Bruce, Eugene, employe Santa Fe
Ry., res. 409 west Copper avenue.
Bruehl, A. M., employe W. L. Trimble & Co., res. 311 west Copper
avenue.
Bruhn, Ed. O., res. 917 north Second street.
Bruner, Charles, res. 205 north Second street.
Bruno, Dominique, employe Ameri
can Lumber Co., res. 1406 south
Second street.
Bruno, Lawrence, laborer, res. 1406
south Second street.
Bryan. Hugh, student, res. $00 Park
avenue.
Bryan, Kirk, student, res. 800 Park
avenue.
Bryan, Richard W. D., lawyer. First
National Bank bldg., res. 800 Park
avenue.
Bryant, H. W butcher, res. 114 north
Walter street.
Bryant, F H., locomotive engineer,
res. 607 west Silver avenue.
Bryant, George N., Pullman porter,
res. 317 west Silver avenue.
Bryce, Wm., machinist Albuquerque
foundry,
res. 621 south Edith
street.
Bryson, Miss Mabel, res. 115 south
Arno street.
Bryson, Miss
Jennette,
115
res.
south Arno street.
Buchanan. John, carpenter's helper,
res. 409 north Broadway.
Buchnron, John,
employe Stern- Mchloss & Co., res. Old Town.
Buck, John F., clerk A. T. & S. F.
Ry.
Buck, Steven R., railway mail clerk,
res. 616 New York avenue.
Bucklin, Delos S., carpenter, res. 320
north Broadway.
Buehl. C. A., clerk A. T. & R. F. Ry.,
res. 306 south Walter street.
Buehler, Frank, res. St. Claire ho
tel.
Bull, John D., res. S22 south Arno
street.
Bullard, Harry G., office manager
W. H. Hahn & Co.. res. 221 south
Sixth street.
Bulllngton, Fletcher C, steward Com
mercial club, res. 509 west Allan
tic avenue.
Bun ten, T. C, livery man, res. 705
south High street.
Burg, Charles, cook, res. 406 west
Atlantic avenue.
Burgess. Grant, clerk Sturges' hotel,
res. 314 south Broadway.
Burgess, Mrs. J. (widow), res. 314
south Broadway.
Burgess, Wm., drug clerk B. Ruppe's,
res. lis north wtxtn street.
Burke, Miss Edith, res. 222
north
Third street.
Burke, James, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 419 west Fruit
avenue.
Burke, W. II., mixologist, res. 616
west TIJeras avenue.
Burke, W. K., editor Morning Jour
nal, res. 702 west Coal avenue.
Burkhart, Summers, attorney at law,
Grant bldg., res. 901 west Tijeraa
avenue.
Burnett, Miss Carrie, clerk, res. 217
south Arno street.
Burnett, John E., painter and con
tractor, res. 217 south Arno street.
Burnett, John
'., foreman Trimble
Transfer Co., 113 north Second
street.
Burns, Drokey, carpenter's helper,
res. 1224 Barelas road.
Burnwell, J. J., laborer, res. 916 East
street.
Burroughs, II. T., employe American
Lumber Co., res. 1013 Forester
street.
Burroughs, Mrs. Kate, private board
lng, res. 1013 Forester street.
Burroughs, Walter A., clerk, res. 103
r ruit avenue.
Burrows, Miss Karcisus, res. 100
north Kdlth street.
Burrus, George, baker, French bak
ery; res. 316 Cromwell avenue.
Rursan. Webana, driver W. L. Trim
ble & Co., res. 113 north Second
street.
Bursee,
Howard. elerk,
Graham
Bros., res. Garcia bldg.
Burtless, Arthur, chief city fire department, res. 214 New York avenue.
Burton, Donnally, check clerk freight
office A.. T. & S. F res. 318 Santa
Fe avenue.
Burton, S. L., physician, res. 21!
south High street.
Burwln, James, bollermaker, res. 1007
south Second street.
Busch,
A., car repairer, res. 629
south Walter street.
Bush, Mrs. Mattie. chambermaid
hotel, res. (25 north Broadway.

Bustamenta, Loqulno, employe Santa
Fe shops, res. 1526 south Third
st reet.
Bustamante, Pollcarpio, laborer, res.
1234 East street.
Butler, Mrs. Adelbert, res. 421 south
Third street.
Butler, Eugene C, mgr. Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light & Power Co.,
res. 421 south Third street.
Butler, Mrs. M. J., boarding house,
717 East street; res same.
Butt, Henry, baker, res. Oil north
Third street.
Butterfleld, Mary C, employe Imperial laundry, res. 219 west Silver
avenue.
Butts, Bert, employe American Lumber Co., ret. 1008 north Second
street.
Butts, Mrs. T. P.. principal first ward
school, res. 212 south Broadway.
Buzzell, O. D.. foreman car department Santa Fe shops, res. 210 south
Sixth street.
Byas, Donanclano, laborer, res. ID
Barelas road.
Byas. Rev. Geo. II , pastor A. M. E.
church, res. 311 west Coal avenue.
Byer, F. M en ploye American Lumber Co., res. Hotel Navajo.
Byler, C. P.. employe American
Lumber Co.. res. 1409 west Railroad avenue.
Byrnes. Mat, employe
American
Lumber Co., res.
north Eighth
street.

Cy Young has wagered he. will win
over half hi games this year, and
that lie will win a larger per cent of Cabrera, Auuline, employe Ameritils games than the club will win.
can Lumber Co., res. Martinez
R. H. E. Here'.-- to the "grind old man' suc- town.
4
a 2 IfSH,
Cabrera, Loui-- . employe
American
K
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Commercial Printing

Haviog Added Large Invoice of New Type Faxes

and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

If your name is not in list below, fill out blank above
and send same to the office of The F.vening Citizen.

BASE BALL

Chicago
Cincinnati
Boston
New York
Philadelphia

are right

All Kinds

Residence.

l

Won. Ixist.

j
mm

Occupation.

I

National league.

Our Prices

Name.

TF.XAS TOWN GI7TS T1IF.
TKl'K BOOST IDF.A
Shelbyville, Tex., April 19. The of- -

ncers who head the newly formed
Manufacturers' association are push
ing trie new concern, and it will be
but a short time before the list of
members will Include every substan
tial business man in the town. Its
object Is to uplift the town and ex
tend business generally. There is
plenty of capital behind the concern,
and a disposition to use it freely,
Additional industries will be estab
lished, and committees are Industrial
ly searching for new manufacturing
concerns that are In need of a site
for their enterprises, and they will
be accommodated and made at home
In Shelbyville.
Concerns in need of
.a helping hand will find it ready ex
tended in a practical and substantial
way. The erection of additional business houses Is also being encouraged.
The general Improvement of the town
will also be very closely looked af- ter, and In every way and manner the
weuu.ro or citizens and business men
of the town will be bettered.

r
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OF THE BOSTON

c mocks.

rs

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.
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SIXMXt;.

New York, April 19.

d.

MISSOURI HAS A SIXFOLD
HANOI Mi ON SAMi: DAY.
Jefferson City, Mo., April 19. Six
men were hanged In this state yesterday. Marvin Paulsgrove, in Boone
county; Thomas Clay, Andrew county; John and Ameleck Brooks, Iron
county; John M. Crane, Kansas City;
David Long, Pemiscot county. The
supreme court affirmed the Judgment
of the lower court in each case.

COMPANY

New York, April 19. The property
of the Pacific Mail Steamship company. Is selling In the open market
for 16.000,000. The Southern Pacific
holdings, which are Just enough to
secure control, are $3,000,000.
The
company owns nnd operates lines of
steamers plying between Pan Francisco and Honolulu, Yokahoma and
Hong Kong, also from San Francisco
to Panama and Mexico and Central
American points. Its property consists of sixteen steel and iron steamships with a gross tonnage of 68,000
tons, with other equipment, and real
estate, buildings, machinery, etc., at
Panama May, Hong Kong, and other
points. Control passed to the Harrl-ma- n
interests in 1900. The Harrl-ma- n
interests have put all the surplus earnings in the property.
For
the present there is no outlook for
dividends, but the future of the company lies along the outcome of the
Panama canal. The opening of the
canal will be a great Impetus for the
Pacific Mall company, and those w ho
have held the stock all these years
without dividends, are patient enough
to wait still longer, hoping that th
completion of the big ditch will brln
them Into their own.

SIX

Opens This Month. Shows
vance of Negroes.

MAH-AGE-

six-ac- re

L10IIEY MAY BE

cut

NEWLY APPOIflTED

EVENING CITIZEN.

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

Lumber Co.. res. Martinez town.
Cadanas, Jose, sheepman,
res. 600
west Pacific avenue.
Cadby, Mrs. Emma
A.,
res. 214
north Walter street.
Cadby, John N., professor, Itnlver-sltres. 214 north Walter street.
Calahan, Mary, waitress Alvarado hotel, res. same.
Caldwell, J. O., carpenter Santa Fe
shops, res. 217 west Silver avenue.
Caldwell. John
P., salesman, The
Lion store; res. 218 south High
street.
Caley. Ed. T., butcher, res. 205 north
Second street.
Callan. C. P., res. 709 north Twelfth
y,

street,
prop),

California

Saloon

(Jesus

1324 south Second

Sanchex,

street

Calllster. Thos., employe American
Lumber Co., res. 718 north Fifth
street.
Calvert. George O., railroad engineer,
res. 611 south High street.
Cameron, Wm., res. 234 north Walter street.
Camp, Charles, res. 402 south Wal
ter street.
Campbell, Allen D , clerk E. L. Wash.
burn Co., res. 316 west Goal avenue.
Campbell, Fred, bookkeeper Gross
Kelly & Co., rea. commercial club.
Campbell, John, employe Trimble's
nam, res. 311 west Copper avenue.
Campbell,
Roy
bookkeeper
0U5
Matthew's dairy, res, 316 west Coal
avenue.
Campfleld. George A., salesman Mc
Co.,
intosh Hardware
res. 221
north Seventh street.
Camptleld, Josephine
J., res. 221
north Seventh street.
Camptleld, S. A., machinist Santa Fe
shops, res. 209 west Huzeldlne avenue.
Campos, Fructuoso, laborer, res. 180S
south Second street.
Campos, Ignacio, employe Santa Fe
Ry., res. 1906 Barelas road.
Candelarla, Abonecla, employe Ameri
can Lumber Co., res. Ixis Grlegos.
Candelarla, Ambrosio, sheep raiser,
res. f.24 west TIJeras avenue.
Candelarla, Mrs, Concepttono (wid
ow), res. 1724 Barelas road.
Febronlo,
employe
Candelarla.
American Lumber Co., res. Los
Grlegos.
Candelarla, Juan F., blacksmith help
er, Santa he shops, res, 816 Barelas road.
Candelarla, M. A., sheep grower, res.
421 west t opper avenue.
Candelarla, Pedro, employe Albu
querque foundry, res. 1050 south
Broadway.
Cnndelnrlu, Prim, employe American
Lumber Co.. res. Ia8 Duranes.
Candelarla. Rafael J., janitor Santa
Fe general offices, res. 816 Barelas
road.
Candelarla,
Miss Theresa, employe
Imperial laundry, res. 705 west
TIJeras avenue.
Candelarla Translto, employe Santa
Eo shops, rea 1224 Barelas road.
Cannon, John, clerk A. T. & S. F.
freight office, res. 6 16 south Arno
street.
Cannon, John A., stenographer San
ta Fe, res. 616 south Arno street.
Cannon, Walter R., machinist Santa
Fe shops, res. 616 soutn
Arno
street.
Cantrlll, Herbert W operator Postal Telegraph office, res. 205 south
Walter street.
Capps, Miss Zora, employe Imper
lal laundry, res. B10 Keleher street.
Capltain, Daniel, machinist Santa Fe
shops, res. 307 west Hazeldine ave
nue.
Carey, Mrs. A. A. (widow), res. 414
south Edith street.
Carmljninl, Alberto, helper. round
house; res. 10U7 south Second
street.
Carnahai Mrs. Mary, rt-t-l 100 cas
Lead avcriUO.
Carnahan,
bookkeeper,
Walter J
res. iuu east Lead avenue.
Carnes, Chester Hays, optician, 114
west Railroad avenue;
res.
114
south Edith street.
Carney, Wm. H., mgr. R. G. Dun
& Co., 41 Barnett bldg.; res. 113
norm KUitn street.
Cams, Dr. Daniel H., physician and
surgeon, rooms
5
Grant bldg.;
res. bin west tjoiu avenue.
Carr, Clark M.. res 600 north Fourth
street.
Carrlllo, Carpio, employe Santa Fe
shops, res. 433 west Pacific ave
nue,
Carrlllo, Ignacio, employe Albuquer
que foundry,
res. 911 Barelas
road.
Carrlllo, Martin, blacksmith Albu
querque foundry, res. 911 Barelas
road.
Carrlos. Simon, employe American
Lumber Co., res. 1307 west Marble avenue.
Carroll. Miss Minnie,
housekeeper,
res. 222
north Third street.
Carpenter, Miss Josephine
J., res.
721 east Gold avenue.
Carson, Isaac,
employe
American
l.umner Co., res. Haw Mill road.
Carson, Lawrence,
teamster,
res
1209 south Edith street.
Carson, Louis E., barber, 218 south
second street; res. 625 soutn Wal
ter street.
Carter. Charley, teamster Harm's coal
yard. res. 310 Mountain road.
Carter. C. R employe London Club
livery, res. same.
Carter. Edith, res. 313 south Arno
street.
Carter, Harold S., clerk Jaffa
reB. 918 south Arno street.
Carter, I., employe American Lum
ber Co., res. 1033 north Eighth
street
Carter, Mrs. Minnie, res. Highland
rooming house.
Carter, Mrs. It. B., res. 31 J, south
Arno street.
Carter, It. L., bartender, res. Rail
road avenue.
Carter, 8. A., employe American
Lumber Co., res. 1033 north Eighth
street
Cervantes,
B., employe
American
Lumber Co., res. Los Duranes.
Cervantes,
J., employe American
lumDer Co.. res. Los Duranes.
C'asa de Oro (Mrs. N. & Beswtck,
prop.), boarding 613 west Gold avenue.
Case, James, employe American Lum
ber Co., res. 606 north Twelfth
street.
Case, Wm. B., butcher Cuy Meat
market, res. 01a Town.
Cash Buyers' Union (Wm. Dolde,
prop), 122 north Second street.
Casley, Bert M., Insurance agent, res.
Zl south Broadway.
Casmass, Joseph, barber, 203
east
iiauroau avenue; res. 301 north
Broadway,
Castillo, Adela, laundry woman, res.
919 south Second street
Castillo, Clsto. res. 1208 East street.
Castillo, John, painter, res. 113 east
iron avenue.
Castillo, Juan, employe American,
i.umuer 1.0., res. imx 1 J urines.
14-1-
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The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
c

1

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. .
Ot sA

3. D. Eakln, President.

O. oioml, Vl

Prealdrat.

Cfets. MeUnJ, Soaratan!

t"i HI.

0. Bacbecbi, TrMnnz.

Consolidated Liquor Company
2iuw

8ueM0rt to
MtLlN A CAKIN, and SJACHECHI 4
WMOLKALK BKALKItm IN

QIOMI.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt kttp
avrythlag la stock t tatfit tb
most ImnldlQut bur eompltf

Hava bean appolntad axolualva agents In th Southwaat far Jaa. ,
SchllU, Wm. Lamp and St Lou la A. B. C. B rawer! ; Yallowatona.
Graan RJvar, W. H. MeBrayar'a Cadar Brook, Loula HunUr.T.J. Man.
arch, and thar atandard kranda of whltkle too numaroua ta mantlon.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aII tha at might article aa racalvad 07 na from tfca boat Uerloa
Distiller! e aod Brewariea In the United stat a. CaU and lnaaaat av
Btook and Prtoea, or writ tar Illuatratad CaUlorua and Prlaa UaL
iaauad to dealara only.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

m.
HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Braaa Castings; Oro, Coal and Lumber Cara; Shaft'
Inga, Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
,
Front tor Buildings.
sJVimBl
cut Mlmlmg mm mill MmoMnmrp m Bmmimlty
Foundry eaat aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. If.
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republican and he will be ft governor. That Is all the
HOSCOE, TIIF, KOOSTEK.
republicans of New Mexico ever asked for nt the hand
of President Hoosevelt, and In his wisdom, his Justice
Published Dally and Wcekl.
and his knowledge of the crying needs of New Mexico
'
he has Riven them Captain tleorge Curry.
By The Citizen Publishing Company
There is no reason to. longer continue the silence
which the republican leaders and tho republican press,
WII.UAM F. IHUMiAN.
W. 8. BTIlK'RliKIt,
FOWL PLAY
The people
-.
out of parly loyalty, have maintained.
ManageEditor and Business
President.
will now learn the truth those who do not already
know it and there will henceforth be nn end to the
childish prattling of the morning paper and the MacROSCOf uw
pherson gang about reform, of which they know not the
TRUTH CRUSHED TO EARTH
meaning.
SEEN HERE
WILL RISE AGAIN
The republican party has Just passed one of the
greatest crises In the history of New Mexico, and the
people of the territory are to be congratulated that they
govThe removal of Herbert J. Hagerman, buy
have at the helm, of the nation a man who Is fearless,
ernor, from the executive chair of New Mexico, has conscientious and just enough to save the situation by
mmle certain the unity and supremacy of the republican pmmpt and decisive action in the removal of Herbert
The appointment of Captaia J. Hagerman. the wavering boy executive, and the ap
party In New Mexico.
(Continued.)
Uvorge Curry, man of the west, a soldier, a diplomat pointment of a man who has proven on the battlefield
Hagerman
.succeed
to
gentleman,
and an untarnished
and in private life that he is capable of thinking for
meets with universal approval from the people of thu hi in self.
territory. The only regret outsld-- i of a few a very
The republican leaders and t lie republican press
few who h:il personal Interest! nt .tnk., is the fact felicitate the party and the people upon the appoint4hal une of the greatest presidents the country has ever ment to the office of governor, Captain Ceorge Curry,
had was placed In the embarrassing position of remov- and the removal of Herbert J. Hngermnn.
ing from office one of his own appointees, who had been
X200C0000XXXC0X5OOOC000
Political chicanery
tried and had been found wanting.
$
The facts, both from Hagerman'3 5 WALL STREET SPECULATORS
there was irot.
standpoint and from the views of the people of the terWE WILL MISS YOU
ARE ONLY CALAMITY HOWLERS $
ritory, were laid before the president. He knew them g
In detail and he acted quickly in his usual fearless uiid
(Written especially for the occasion
Impartial nunner.
Hard times!
by
Little Danny.)
apThe w..manlh attempt on the part of the antl-re- We ilo not like these words. They (ill us with
"publican morning paper, whose only desire was to be- prehension, for our country, ourselves and those who We will Miss you, little Herbert.
Now that you have got tho can,
tray the territory into democratic hands, to give th'.! are dependent upon us.
It
won't seem like home without you,
Impression that the president, a man of Koosevell's
be
In unother part of The Evening Citizen will
"OOOOOOOOOOOCXJOCJOOOOOO
great mental calibre, had been deceived. Is laughable. found the opinions of a number of America's repre We don't like that Curry man.
you
us
oh,
left
Rut
when
Herbert
every
turn.
It
The morning paper stultifies ltsetf at
Some have fear for We
sentative captulns of industry.
still thought that you'd come
makes the statement that nine out of ten people in
of the nation, but a majority
future
commercial
the
back,
are today in mourning over the removal from see on the horizon no low foreboding clouds.
Rut your trolley, Hert, got twisted,
It is true that owing to the peroffice of Hagerman.
with
to
note
that
Instructive
interesting
and
It is
And we fear you've flew the track.
sonal Interests of the Macpherson crowd there is
possibly one exception the alarmists are those whose
more Hagerman advocates in Albuquerque than lu interests lie mainly under the beetling crags of Wall We will miss you. Little Herbert,
More and more, yes, day by day,
any other portion of New Mexico, but the percentage is street.
of the west, Trom New Kngland, from There is no one left to help us
Out
peonot as large as the morning paper would have the
south, come words of cheer. Then Make the fake reform graft pay.
the
ple believe.
are no hard tlmeis where wheels are grinding; tilery Little Herbert, what's the matter?
a
regime
been
Hagerman's
has
under
The situation
are no hard times In the busy marts of trade. It is
the Job no joys for you?
strange one, even In politics, where nothing Is strange. only from the cavern of Wall street that there comes Has see,
Rert, where you've left us
Just
The people of this vicinity have been the victims of
a cry.
What the Devil can we do?
I
b !W
by
mornlns
the
fostered
and
created
sentiment,
false
Yet despite the fact that for weeks t lie bottom Thursday morn
bright
broke
and
republicanpaper in furtherance of Its plans to destroy
has threatened to drop out of tho security market,
cheerful,
ism in New Mexico and secure for itself and Its friend
business
has steadily increased throughout the nation. And our spirits knew no check,
personal benefits at the expense of the territory. NothIt seems incongrous but it Is not.
Then we heard that you had left us
ing Illustrates the point better than the fact that there
The explanation Is a simple one. So long as high And we'd got It in the neck.
HagerIs no one man of prominence who stood with
finance rules Wall street, so long ns the chief execu- Then, oh, Bert, the sky grew cloudy,
man who has not been rewarded with a fat public olllce, tive must attack financial iniquity, so long will the And it looked like It. would rain,
perlarge
A
capability.
Constructed on Scientific
without regard to ntness or
Investing public remain suspicious and feverish un- Our poor feet got cold and clammy,
centage of thefe men were either out and out demo- rest may be expected in the security market.
our
And
pain.
were
full
of
hearts
Principles.
crats, or at least strenuously opposed to republican
Human suffering, We will miss you little Herbert,
Hard timers what a spectre!
principles.
gaunt want,' no loof, no clothes to cover, no food
Even more than we can tell,
mornCircumstances played into the hands of the
a reversal of tho happiest order ol things the Ameri- There Is crepe upon the back door
See Them.
Call
ing paper and the Macpherson crowd. The republican can people have ever known.
And we've tolled the dinner bell.
leaders and the republican papers were brought face to
We do not believe this danger is imminent.
Wc Like tho perfume of the roses
face with an open rupture in the republican party, do believe that we are moving onward and upward, Or the fragrance of sen-sewhich would mean nothing more nor less than Its de- and gradually" approaching a system of government Was your presence to uaJlerbert,
struction if they openly opposed Hagerman and at wherein, by the will of God, we can live nearer to Rut I guess we're stung again.
It the idealistic pursuit of a square deal and happiness. Little Friday waits here for you.
tacked his democratic methods of doing things.
must be remembered that he was appointed by Presi There la no doubt that the danger signal Is up In Wall Will he still Just stick arounu?
dent RoosevelV a hero of republicanism, who sent him street, but let Wall street take warning that we can- Ain't there no place left for Friday,
to New Mexico with Instructions to bring all party ele- not be frightened by Its clamor, nor shall we accept il On this side of the cold ground?
ments Into one fold and make unity the keynote of his as a warning to honest tradesmen
Herbert, when you wont vote buying,
The party leaders and the republican
administration.
And then whacked up jobs with us,
is only "Wolf! Wolf!"
It
papers welcomed him to the territory and stood ready
We never thought no never dreamed O. Rursum, whose term expired yesterday. And there are others promi- to Unite under him to that end.
You'd kick up all this muss.
I
It seemed to us Rert. sorter like you nently mentioned.
Hagerman did not know men; he did not know the
TARDY HONOR TO BE PAID TO
0
Had the lion
tail.
southwest. Although claiming a home In New Mexico,
MEMORY OF EDGAR ALLEN POE
His Opinion.
Rut Rert. whvM you tried to twist it,
he dlJ not realize his duty to the territory, to the peo
Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.
of
"liet your wife to draw up a set
ple and to the republican party. His first official acts tXKX)X)XX0XXXXXXXXKXXX)OOC00
Then you got ytour can by mail.
guidregulations
the
for
rules and
were the removal without cause o strong, upright re
Maybe you
ance of your conduct.
The movement to erect a monument to Kdgar That swift seventeen, too Herbert,
publicans from office and the substitution In most Allan Poe In Baltimore, and to provide a mausoleum (lot Us work In strong on you,
can please her then."
t tO West Gold Avenuo
"Oh, she'd rather stick to the uncases of men who had no conception of republican for the remains of the poet, should in some slight And now Herbert they've reported
written Jaw."
principles or of the wants and needs of the people of measure atone for the act of cruelty, or dense ignor You've another job "in view."
0
Herbert, when you cut land prices
He Ignored almost entirely the great ance, that barred Poe from the hall of fame.
the southwest.
Two Definitions.
why,
to
And
'em
refused
tell
native element of this territory, which resented hla ac- The judges who refused to admit the south's grout
Reform
Webster's Unabridged
The mornlns lilerary artist to the hall of fame, while making placd It looks like the old house tandem,
tlons by uniting against him in a body.
Amendment of what is defective, viciyou
gejully in- the eye.
ous, corrupt or depraved.
j paper saw a possible chance to destroy the republican
for many men of less genius, have offered no excuse Soakc d
Little Danny's Slmplitled Reform
I party,
and in conjunction with Hagerman, dictate the for their action. Perhaps they realize there is none We will miss you, Little Herbert,
new
A dead easy graft a cinch
cows
lowing
come
home,
When
the
upon
support
him
Its
It forced
j policies of New Mexico.
to be offered.
If they barred Poe through Ignorance! And we
and approved method for doing othtribute,
send this little
i and lie reil into me trap.
i ne governor, in a niB"
ers how made mine.
or his standing in the world of letters, quite naturally
0
j handed
manner, refused the counsels and pleas of th' they will not make known the fact of their own lack Just a little farewell poem.
V
republican leaders of Xew Mexico. He used the morn of wisdom. If they barred the poet through prejudice This old fake reform stunt, Herbert
Heal Rail .Man.
"There goes one of the most desing paper and several subsidary democratic sheets t against his personality, they have even better reasons Might have won for us alright
perate men in the whole west," said
If we hadn't worked It daily
slander,
in
and
campaign
of
a
vllliflcation
conduct
for keeping quiet. Rut their action has created as
tile old resident.
;. which no one was spared who dared to differ from hi tonishment in the many lands where Poe's genius has And some more" again 'at night.
"Goodness, he doesn't look it!" exP.erl.' wele rill good ones
Our
ideas
claimed the visitor from the east.
views.
penetrated, and has robbed the hull of fame of an;:
"1 know he doesn't look it, but he
There was nothing in our way
The republican leuders saw that it meant but one real meaning. Until Poe gets his rightful place in tin: 'Till we got
is. That fellow never lets a week go
nt
together
bunch
that
thing the speedy disruption of the party. They held temple, It will be merely a hull of mediocrity.
by without holding up at least one
And each tried to make it pay.
train."
themselves In check, and likewise the republican papers
It is astounding that Poe's one weakness drink
Yes. we miss you, Little Herbert
"And nobody tries to arrest him'.'"
of the territory. These men, who have built up year has been such a stumbling block to his recognition. As our money-makin- g
a train
"I guess not. lle-source,
tiy year the republican party in New Mexico, sacrificed He was not vicious, and did not harm others when i t
we now look back upon it.
Rut
when
personal character and even permitted their Integrity drink. He was courageous in days of poverty, and did Wasn't our work rather coarse.'
to be questioned, without reply, because they knew that Titanic work against tremendous odds. Hut his hign
$
o
o defend themeselves they would have to precipitato a courage counts for nothing as against one weakness
just
thtlik
And
mud
all
that
what
jiolitical fight which would mean the destruction ii that lias beset tens of thousands of oilier men. Your tost il is to weep.
COMMUNICATIONS
He Scotchman-llnd- s
their party. All this Hagerman saw and knew.
quick excuse for the same frailly in hiO
'
cotinued to persecute through the Albuquerque morn- beloved Bobby Hums, but the American has not been
president
"We don't think
the
ing paper. In which It was even said he and his friend. so charitable In the case of Poe. Hut fortunately
w ill ilo it"
lint he did.
ltio Tuerco, N. M.. April IS.
were financially Interested, these party leaders who had false Impression, like a. downright lie, cannot lie lon,;- 0
Kditor Albunuerque Evening Citizen,
many
terria political battle In this
iiorne the brunt of
lived.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Poe's art is taking its rightful nlu.ee. ;.n.l tin
What a ad blow it was to Little
lieur Sir: Noticing the article in
tory when Herbert J. Hagerman was an Infant In arms.
rsonallty of the man Is regarded more and more in liunnv ami the democratic party.
your
paper of April 13th, quoting the
. They
0
stood the most bitter and malicious attacks and Its grander aspect. Soon the mantle of charity will
troubles of Hanker Wynkoop, of New
political persecution at the hands of the stripling boy cover the vaster part, and there will be no more of
Where was Danny when the light York, nnd his escort, Fred 1. mining, being refused a drink of water
governor, who aspired tu lead a political organization the Pecksiiltiian attitude among his highly moral critic.-.- . went ovit '' Yon can search him.
by the agent at Kin Puerco, 1 will
of his own, rather than ruin the grand old party t
In the meantime there is a growing army of Poe
say: The Santa Fe employes one opsec
next
which the territory owes such a debt of gratitude.
Wonder who will he the
admirers in America that will rejoice to see a suitahl"
erator, one section foreman and live
Hagerman mistook their motives for the confe.-.mausoleum enclosing the remains of the country's most retary of the Horcuu of Immigration ? laborers al this point, there being no
agency
here, but simply a train order
hlniis of guilt and cowardice at least so he tried to subtle literary artist.
The pilgrimages that will be
telegraph office, which is open from
The Whole It M I'anillN.
make It appear through the unprincipled paper he made to that tomb will more than atone for the honors
noun to midnight.
-"Me. Friday and the iov."
dominated. It is not to be wondered at that some read- that the hall of fame Judges s.i shamefully withheld Now in justice to the Santa Fe, 1
j
0
Huning
say
Mr.
operator,
will
as
that
ers fell victims to the slander and libels of that paper, Oenver Hepublican.
The (iov.rnor may be "resigned" and another gentleman, cunie to this
when the republican papers remained as silent as did
3 P. m. on the day in
ofm
about
ur
who
a
but
are
few
others
there
0000XXOOOCOOO00
the men accused, and allowed themselves to weave a
question, and inquired about No. 8,
not.
and they were told that No. 8 was
little halo about the head of tho box executive.
BEAR HUNTING IN CANONS
four hours late. The gentleman with
Macpherson and his gang were not deceived. They
Mr. Huning then wanted a freight
MT' III COIIIX'S.
OF PECOS FOREST RESERVE
were wide awake and knew the situation thoroughly.
I'tida to Little Danny "Please train stopped.. 1 asked the dispatcher
pass
Hy carefully and artfully playing to the aspirations of
the lemons.
at Winslow if 1 could stop extra east
00X)X)XK0X)XXXXXXXXXXXXOOCWi
for Albuquerque passenger, nnd was
0
Hagerman, they enmeshed him so thoroughly In their
Hear hunting in the Rocky mountains is pretty ex
told, "Can't stop orange train, but
net that when the legislature convened he could do no citing sport anywhere you find it, writes K. Danna
Ami now the festive reporter of the they have an engine backing up, and
less than obey their biddings. He did it to his sorrow Johnson in April Recreation. Nowhere is it more so morning sheet is busy twisting the may stop and turn it at ltio Puerco."
Tails of the Town."
I
informed the gentlemen who got
The morning pajier, when It saw that its plans to de than down in the southern end of the Rockies in north
0
aboard the train under the exact conPhone 98
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
etroy the republican party in the territory were on the ern New .Mexico, and especially in the heavily timberto him. This was
II is doubtful if a
Turkish bath ditions as outlined
conversaeve of a disastrous fiasco, made the one last false step ed canons of the rugged peaks in the Pecos river for would
my
of
entire
soak out all those reform ideas the substance
tion with the two gentlemen, except
of the many to Its credit. It openly and bitterly at- est reserve.
This country's chief attraction is that little Dumiv has been storing up.
in the case this freight did not stop,
tacked President Hoosevelt editorially and otherwise. it
Is
0
little
by
known
sportsmen
generally,
he asked me, how long it would take
The gleeful democratic organs It subsidized followed Its and is so remote and unfrequented that it is a. happy
lt .Morniii" Journal tilvased Wiiv. to furnish him a special train. 1 nun
Dear (iov. Is it true'.' Me and him 1 was only the operator and that
lead. They were In the clear.
The morning paper, hunting ground for the favored few who Invade it
he would have to arrange Tor the
masquerading under the guise of republican reform, ex- fastnesses. There are bears in the Pecos country. In Frbl. iv w nit to know.
special through tho superintendent.
L1TTLK DANNY.
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
posed Itself and burned the last bridgo of retreat. It fact the "woods aie full of them." This fact will be
-- 70
(lave him Mr. C.ibsoirs auaresx, eic.
96.50
,
TON
PER
would
long
it
He then asked how
committed the unpardonable error of attacking the In mournfully attested by the ranchmen who live along
BLOCK
BE8T AMERICAN
Rut It Wasn't Danny.
to get a special. 1 told him It
lake
tegrlty, the sagacity, the honor of President Hoosevelt
the river and tho cattlemen who Mavi. .rds grazing u;
K-6all s.ul tales of tonguu or pen.
PER TON
iepended on who he was and how
the greatest reformer the republican parly lias ever on some of the gr.tssy slopes of the higher mountains. il
The saddest tire these- - it might have much money lie had, and that It ne
beelt.
known, and a man whom tho people are now trying to It Is a gooj place for bruin. The canons ure deep and
didn't complete the arrangements any
fair
faster than the soldiers and the ago,
force Into breaking the most sacred precedent of our dark, and the aspen and spruce and pine forests are
song hit association did a couple of years
latest
Have
ou
the
presidents, by the acceptance of a third term in ottlce dense, aiiil i,, places almost inpeuelrable.
heard
The moun- by Little Danny entitled. "Me. Friday he might get it sometime the next
The republicans the people of New Mexico gen tain streams are lined win, thick shrubbery.
There
the Uiiv." or "I Wonder Where day.
Now regarding these gentlemen beare silver tip grizzlies in plenty, cinnamon bears and and
crally will believe much, but when an
We're At."
ing refused a drink of water by the
paper of the stripe of tho Morning Journal boldly hh black bears. In certain seasons their depredations on
Arrmn
agent here, fliere tiring no ageni
have
wrU that, the great Theodore Hoosevelt is a buying stock ure frightful. The writer has seen great steers
in here, this could not possibly
Uviilcutly Teddy still believes
neither
myself,
lying
As for
trading, politician ,a fool and a. dupe, their credulity
Willi tin- head twisted hind hide before,
Deal," and it looks like happened.
the mas-su- e the "Square
republicans would now have an Mr. Huning or the gentleman with
has reached the limit.
neck evidently broken by one powerful turn of the
W1IKN YOl' WANT VO EAT
me for any water for man
him
asked
inning
in
Kl.I.
New
Mexico.
B02 SOUTH PIRST STREET.
Following upon this foul attempt to discredit Theo the bear's arms, anil perhaps the paunch partly eaten
or beast.
0
by
truly.
the fastidious brute. In the summer time half eaten
dole Hoosevelt with the people of New Mexico, the
Yours
Williams' Indian Pllt eat witli enjoyment and keep well,
of gnat men all remind us.
J. 1). UAiiHi.lt.
provide yourself with rolls or bread
SDr.
'.vi.l cure IJ.inJ
morning paper then tries to gather iU shattered van carcasses of horses and cattle may be always found in Lives
We can make reform sublime,
E
'lint,'
Hy., llio Puerco.
Fo
operator.
and
Santa
Iti'hlnif
the best kind, the kind we bake
guard for a last stand by Insinuating that tho presi the ion,.y clearings up toward the timber line. At. Rut we've found that we can't do it,
Pilis. Il uhsc-rthe tiuair
fresh every day. If you haven't been
iiL'lnui.' ut mil e. act
iUuvh
the
Hy tin- - use of Friday's slime.
IVn'.'
That
dent, in thu appointment of Captain Curry, has chosen limes they appear to slaughter the stock
AIkiiu
Wliut
In line with the wife ones.
Order by
just for
ft iHiultu-eL'ivtd iiistaiiL r
Editor Cltissen:
0
lu I. Dr. illiums' Imliun Pile Oinv phone if you like.
a man who will come to New Mexico and cater to the amusement. "Hear signs" are always to be found.
ft
be informed through
to
like
would
is
nreniiri'il
Uicut
ami
Pi.es
far
Itrh.
you
underhand attempt to betray the republican party in Sometime tliuy uie nioio thaj, mere "signs" bis
Ladies uiid C.enta Thanking
In of iLe private parts.
Kvivy
columns of your paper if Captain
U
PIONEER BAKERY,
for your kind attention this evening the
ny uriVKixis, iy luuii uoi
augm-ite- d
wurrumeu.
by governor Hagerman and a few fake re boulders pulled up out of the sockets and
on
Kuppe furnished the governor with
lolled down we will now close
Ml cenu nnd
ot
SO 7 South lTrst Strwt.
performance
priie
resthe
signed
his
he
pen
which
with
the
former, dnild there be anything more quixotic? the mountain side, by the hungry animal hiking for with this act entitled "Me, Friday and
MANUFACTURING
tH . Prop.. I. vrla"u.
ignation.
Captain Curry, whatever else tie may undertake aa succulent worms or Insects, bushes torn and trampled the (Jov."
SUnSCRIIiETt.
It you
nt result in MTertiaiug.
FOR SALE BY tt. VAXN A SON.
- governor
()f N w Mexico, will be first and foremost an h libra he has been pulling down berries, logs
0
trr an Evening Dtlieo want d- torn apart
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADworn aon" hav
UHV
HOlTGlt
Our
exponent of the president's "square deal" which th and thrown about where he has been searching for
It looks now us though the famous
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
FKK'H titKlll, XI.1 IMMrT BFF.tf
originator of the Tin Can cluD was In to b washed over. Imperial Laun- STORE.
morning paper has called Into question. He will be
grubs.
AT W ALTON'S DlilXl STOU.
line for the presidency, vice Hon. H. dry Co.
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ROSCOE
MISSING -

50,000 Pounds

FEARED

OF

New Furniture

eceived This Weeli
F. R STRONG

tntttirtirtinti
The Cub's Corner

STRONG BLOCK

Furniture
Glassware

oooccoooocxc

Crockery
Rugs

.

REFRIGERATORS'

is

per-haj-

fast-growi-

Wn&

:

The

AUTOMATIC

and

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

0XX00000XXXK00000X3C00
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WILL PAY THE BOY.

!

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

;

We are the oldest firm of music dealers

f

!

in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.
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Heftier

V5111!

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

COAL

0

WOOD

FOR CASH ONLY
may is

John

-

S.

Beaven

Ol

.

1

I

!i

tUftltlV.

Al

llll.

'ALBUQUERQUE

10. I!MI.

one year ach for theft Hnd Panlel
Oasados, of Raton, got 90 days for
assault with a pistol. Heveral other
Infractions of minor importance for
which convictions had been returned
were nolso reviewed and sentences
therefor recorded.
The hearing In the civil case of Joseph Poyser vs. the Raton Coal and
t'oke company, has been sot for April
?nth at Las Vegas.

POPULAR VOTE
FOR NEW

NAME

NOW IS THE TIME
TO HAVE YOUR SAY

To Tfee livening Cltlaen:
I tavor the following name for a
Railroad avenue
Name of voter
Address of voter
. .

4

4 Keniark

t

4
Te following namrs for Hail- 4 road avenue huve been suggest- 4 ed:
4
Rio fjrande Avenue.

4

Main .Street

4
4

Central Avenue
University Avenue.
Alvarado Avenue.
Albuquerque Avenue
State Street.
(No change at all.')

4
4
4

4
4

4

4
4

4
4
4

4

4
4
4

tntituxtittti
ms

IIAIMCOAD

AVKXVK

fkkuek.

tor JSvenlng Citizen.
Albuquerque, N. M., April 18, 1907.
Having noticed in The Evening
CItision that you request that
all
persons interested In the proposed
change in the name of Railroad avenue to express themselves upon the
subject, I would suggest that the name
be 16ft as It is. It seems to me that
all of the merchants and others who
are located on Railroad avenue seem
to be prospering and have always
been satisfied with the name of Railroad avenue; persons from all over
the country know It a the principal
business street of the town, and the
argument brought forth that the
name of Railroad avenue is a misnomer und ut to lead one to believe
that !t la a back street Is all bosh.
One might Just
well suy that .State
street, Chicago, Uroadway, N'ew York,
Fulton street, Brooklyn; Washington
street, Indianapolis, and Pennsylvania
avenue, in Washington, are all misnomers.
Yet when you speak of
these streets to any one they know at
once that they are the principal
streets of the cities named, and yet
tbe cities in which they are located
.have succeeded In prospering with
this great drawback. I for one say-le-t
well enough alone, and let us
continue to do business on Railroad
avenue, as It 'has been done for the
past twenty-liv- e
years.
Yours truly,
Kill

,

.

Names Too lions.
Editor Citizen.
In looking over your popular vote
avenue, 1
column about Railroad
glanced over the list of names, atid of
the seven suggested, four ure too
long, and of the other three but one
(Central avenue) has a euphonious
sound.
The appropriateness
of a
name cuts no figure, else why does
every crty of any consequence have a
different name for Us principal
street.
It is a mistake to change
the name of any well known street.
Railroad avenue sounds good, and it
has been the name so long and business and sentiment
has clustered
around It so much that every person
in the two territories knows that
Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, is the
busiest and most bustling thoroughfare of any city between Kansas City
and Ios Angeles. Leave well enough
alone; don't change it.
IUIUROAD AVK.M.'H PROPERTY
OWNER.
To the Evening Citizen.
t favor the following nam..for
Itailrnad avenue: l.'niversliy avenue.
J. B. MAYO,
14U5 West Railroad Avenue.

MEXICO

LICKED

i

industry is being organized
in Koutheren California, according to
Elmer F. Walker, of Los Angeles, who
arrived in Albuquerque this motning
from Kl Paso.
The pew industry Is
the manufacture out of old straw,
of strawboard. chip board and building paper. The plant, located near Los
Angiitis, is in course of construction,
and when in operation will employ
100 men both day and night.
"I am touring Texas, New Mexico,
Arizona and Colorado," said Mr. Walker, "securing future contracts for
our products.
From what reports
1
have received, the ranchers in the
states in this vicinity are manifesting
considerable Interest in the new
plant.
They have on hand thousands of tons of old straw, and as
the plant will consume 2I,uum tons
each year, they can readily find a
market for their surplus."
A
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Orders
Promptly.

Attended

Cool

to

3rd St.& Gold Ave.

y

"The

C.

20Q

West Gold

....

X. II. ANDRUS
The Old Reliable

Watchmaker and Jeweler

Rrlng me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T.

&

S. F. R. R.
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Spi-cla-
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10

..

West Gokl Ave

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business
you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures Jn your bank

WHEN
book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.

And Economy Certain

20c Rlackberrles, per
20c Plums, per can

me
can

TOIA V C A lil FOR Nl A
LKTTUCK, WATKK CKKNS,
FRKSII TOMATOKN. (JKI.KN PKAS,
tl'-S-lI

urn fins

C0K00X)00000000)i

cau.l.V
15c
per

S,

o

Mill IIATCIIIXU.

Fggs 11.60 ped setting. Rose comb,
Hrown Leghorns and liarrcd Rocks.
Pure bloods. 540 laying hens. Address
J. K. Pauley, Kstancla, N. M.
STRWVIiKRRIFS, lilRFXT FROM
TIIK PATCH AMI Fit I Nil KVKHY
1AV. TIIK MOXAKCH (iR(K KRV

Under Canvas

w.

r. r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors
Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Place Your

Order Karly.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

All
Im-

F. Tomei & Brothers

lOo

Sunflower
per
Jams,
can
l(fl
2 cans Standard Corn..
l.rc
15c Pork und
per
Reans
can
.
l(kv
l.ic Force. mr itkir
10c
Silk, Diamond (C,
Dover or
White Kngle Soap, 8 bars
for
25o
We also have all kinds of
Fresh Fruits und Vegetables,
Strawberries. Tomatoes, Sweet
Potatoes, etc.

ARTICIIOKKS. MINT, XFAV 1TA-TOFJNKW CAURAliF.
AT T1IK
MONARCH (iROCKR
CO.

119

Preserves,

15c

1IKAI

We do it right, KOrcn DRY.
perii)' Laundry Co.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

For Saturday
April 20th

o

CO.
be known at Harris and Zearing.
accounts payable to the new firm.

The Bank of Commerce

Cash Specials

able prices, and perfect satisfaction
guaranteed. Also men's suits mad
to order.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing neatly done.
A. J. MORKIilil,
10S N. First St.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - I
n'

Elks' Opera House
Tuesday, April 30,

y Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

ludir

i--St

--

1907
ONE WEEK

Third Annual Play University

Starting Monday

of New Mexico

April 22

THE

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

MERRY WIVES

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the caret less

The
telephone
preeervea
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your borne.

and tlte worries fewer.

That Good

YOU NEED A TEXEPHOVE

OF

The Best Cuts of Meat

rut: i.irn.K

tH

Hollingswortti Twins

i:w ri:opi.K
i

pl

:v

FAV

Moll ClioKfii
( )owtumlng Inflective

au be had here any time. We don't
reserve them for a favored few and
compel the others to take, what Is left.

Stage Settings Approprtut

s

..OUR..
"

CHMRS

l;

r"'
I'.XTRA

CONSTANT

AIM

Is to sell good goods at a
less price than you can
buy them any other place.

The following is a
ple of our prices:

sam-

California tomatoes, large cans 10c
12 ' c
Ijm Cruoea tomatoes
New York Slate Dinner Party
15c
llrand, large cans
None beitu-- r at any price.
Mexico City and return $10.25, April
JT.ili to May JSili. Limit July 31..

Genuine
ton
Cerrllloa

:.

PI RIV. Agem.

COAL
American block,

r18.50

Lump
Anthracite Nut

Anthracite

MOMKm H. WARD. Mgr.

fS.OO

od

.furnace

.M

S6.00

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load

$3

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company

I8JS0
S8.S0

mixed

Anthracite, stove
sizes
Clean Gas Coke

rtionr.

pie A TJ Jv

in this murket. We believe In giving:
everybody a square deal. Also in selling the very best meat we can get hold
if at the lowest prices possible. Try
us with an order.

The Champion

Grocery Go.

MATTECCCI BROS.

liiJ-oi- 'l

w. Tijrras

Ave.

--

Till-- : SAMK iOOI. M.KAN SHOW
M
WKI.L
THAT PLKASKR VOI
SIX WKKKS A(.0.

J.

vt"'

Y

SPI H I Al.TIF.S

CHILDRKN
LTS
RF.SF.RVKD

First Come is First Served

50 und 7.'.c
Admission
Reserved HfulH on sale at MaLson's
after 9 a. in. Saturday, April 27.

ONF. PRICi: TO Al.l..

All

HOMJfc

WINDSOR

Show
m

IX YOUIt

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Huston-Frankl- in

"anti-whistl-

Mid-dleto-

1

'

toooootxoooococ

when you como here for GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS.
Whether you are preparing
for feasting or frugality
we
will make it worth your while
to call. Let these Items testify.

Mr. Joseph Morelll, direct from
New York city, has arrived here and
will hereafter be employed in my
tailor shop.
Mr. Morelll is an expert on LAD I US' TAILOR MADE
SUITS. Suits of anjr style and description made to order at reason-

V.UCiS

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

s

Marketing is Easy

our stock

wee

ALBERT FABER'Q

GROCERY

LADIES, ATTENTION!

nil.
Call and

PORCH SHADES

Alien

F".

Most Comfortable PUc
in the Hoate."

r....

10 per cent.

Fl

ndor sluult-- s will give
yon u cool, wrtmlril restful
rctrcH t on tlx liotUxt days,
practk-nlladding; knot her
room to your home and
l hat room tlio most comfortable, wi'vicenlile room of

Corner

(uile a varied lot of delicacies arc
offered the Albuquerque housewives
for their Sunday dinner by the local
merchants and markets. The variety
Includes vegetables,
fruits, fishes,
meats and fowls, in practically nny
quantity
desired. Tomatoes from
Florida, and California straw berries
Dividends In the other fellow's
are two arrivals on the market this
week, which will attract favor. String
pocket on the rent you are
beans from southern Texas are also
paying.
arriving in large quantities.
other vegetables such ns egg plant,
A small cash payment and
potatoes, green
new
cauliflower.
$20.00 n month will buy a
onions, asparagus and radishes are
plentiful, and enn be purchased nt
house, with bath.
reasonable prices.
on account
of the recent cold
weather In Colorado, Kansas, OklaREALTY CO.,
homa and Missouri. the array of
vegetables and fruits from those
K. ELDER, Armijo Rulldlng.
J.
states ure slow In arriving, and the
merchants are relying altogether on
the Texas, Florida,
Inuisiana and
California growers.
Helow are a
number of the good things that may
be found by the shopper tomorrow:
Meats Steaks,
portersirloins.
house, tea bones. 20 to 2 2 cents a
(oilvanlutl Iron Cornice. Tin Jhior- pound; tenderloin and sweetbreus, 30 lug.
slicc-p-illUalvanlzetl
cents a pound; chickens, is and 20 Winer Tanks, Pipe Tanks,
mill Repair Work.
cents a pound: veal 10 to 20 cents a
pound; mutton, S to 15 cents a
1- -2
pound; turkeys, 24 cents, and geese
IX to 20 cents a found.
Fish Rarracudas,
flounders,
sea
bass, red snappers, 15 to 20 cents u
pound.
Vegetables Tomatoes 15 to 25
I X L
cents a pound;
asparagus,
four
bunches 25 cents; cucumbers, two
pounds 15 cents; rhubarb, two pounds
AND
15 cents; lettuce, radishes, new onions, two bunches five cents;
Meat
Market
10 pounds,
and pimicntos
morrones, 25 cents.
901 South Edith
Fruits Strawberries IS to 25 cents
a box; oranges, 35 to 60 cents a dozPhoney 40
en; bananas, 15 to 30 cents a dozen; apples, according to grade.

.

2c2.

SENTENCE

WARREN
IliX'KIVKS I.K.HT
SKKTKM'K OTHER ( KIM- IS. l. CASKS itispcsi:i
OF.
I'abe Adams, who. in November,
n
1905, brutally killed Warren IS.
on Cook avenue in Raton and
whose trial at the March term of the
l06 court resulted in a disagreement, reversed his plea of "not guilty' und plead guilty to the crime of
murder in the second degree. lie was
is it consequence sentenced on Tuesday by Judge Mills to serve a term of
ten years in the penitentiary, the
judge at the same time stating that
he considered the punishment as inadequate. The fact that the first
trial resulted in a hung jury, however, influenced the acceptance of the
plea and the recommendation of the
district attorney accounts lor the apparent lightness of the sentence.
other criminal cases of Importance
were also disposed of at this week's
James (liven received a
ioi!.
ear's sentence for larceny, Juan I).
iridovul, ranchman in the eastern
ail of Colfax county, charged with
imu rape of a etrl under 14 years of
,ik. had sentence suspended, James
jlall and Junn' Garcia were given

Sh-oLil-

0.

ADAMS GETS
TEN-YE-

Ml

47;
3ri$t;

in--

Hals ( leaned and Itlockcd In
any style Panamas a
Clothing
stenm

HOUSEWIFE FINDS PLENTY
TO CHOOSE FROM

;

STRAW

Make Your
Hot Porch

Hatters

The funeral of Rose Santiago, age
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Andres Santiago, who died yesterday
morning at tho home, 727 East street
was held this morning
from the
Sacred Heart church, with interment
In San Jose cemetery.
HEAD SPLIT OPEN
WITH BIG CUSPIDOK
The funeral of Mrs. Amelia lntnn,
who died Tuesday night, was held
Trom Adams chapel this afternoon.
Interment was In Falrvlew cemetery.
The preliminary hearing of t lie six
y
switchmen who assaulted O. N.
In the Southern saloon on South
TIRED OE WEDDED
First street Tuesday night, was held
this afternoon nt the city hall before Justice of the Peace MeClellan.
LIFE IN TWO YEARS When arraigned the six men, former
Yardmasler Settlemore, J. L. Randall, it. J. McFarlane, Frank Moses,
C. F. Davis and A. A. Phillips, pleadA
r a divorce ed not guilty to the two charges of
petition praying
y
was
Pomcnte,
from Jose Chavez
committing an assault with Intent lo
filed In the district court yesterday
and disturbing the peace.
morning by Galduii Monloya Chaves, killRafferty
was called to the witness
through Attorney Elfego !aca.
In stand and he told the court how the
her petition the plaintiff seeks a sep- assnfllt was begun and ended:
aration on the grounds that her hus"1 went to the saloon to sec about
band deserted her over two years ago, having a suit
pressed, and while
and since that dale has contributed there McFarlane eime over and told
nothing towards her support.
me
someone
him that 1
The couple were married In the calledthatSettlemore atold
I denied
'scab.'
Catholic church In Old Town on No- la. Then several other men told me
10,
1904,
vember
and two children the same thing.
Then Settlemore
resulted from their union a boy and walked
in. and he called me an ina girl. Hoth children are In posses- sulting
name, and taking oil his cont,
sion of the defendant and she prays
Then
struck me. 1 struck back.
for their continued custodv.
McFarlane struck me. Then some
one struck nie from behind with a
billiard cue, which knocked me down.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
While I was on the tloor they dragged
me about the room, kicking
and
beating me. While I was near the
The following quotations were re- stove someone struck me on the
After
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers, forehead with a spittoon.
over their own private wire from laying there for some time I arose
New York. Room 37, Barnett build- and tried to wash the blood from my
face, and then I was arrested."
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Rafferty said that he was too da.ed
to recognize who struck him after
New York xtoekH.
buing hit with the cue.
James T.
Amalgamated Copper
!t3's Devere was the next witness.
lie
American Sugar
said:
131
American Smelters
"I was In the saloon when the tight
94 M started.
Atchison com
Settlemore approached Raf
Anaconda
SI'S ferty, calling him a bad name and
98
llnltimore and Ohii
striking
McFarlane
Then
him.
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
5!
Phillips then struck
him.
Canadian Pacilic
174, struck
Raflerty over the head with a bil
23
Erie com
McFarlane
liard cue, from behind.
74 'A struck Raffemy again, and Rafferty
Missouri Paellic
118
New York Central
went down. As he was lying pros61
National Lead
on the lloor, Settlemore picked
trate
75
Norfolk
up a spittoon and, striking Rafferty,
Ontario and Western
3RH exclaimed:
,
'You
Pennsylvania
124
I'll kill you,' and hit him over the
I lifi
Reading com
head twice .and walked out of the
21
Rock Island com
door."
Southern Pacific
K2,i front
Judge 15. F. Adams Is representing
St. Paul
133
defendants, who will In all
six
the
21
Southern Railywny
probability be bound over to the dis136
I'nion Pacific
The hearing will last
trict court.
I J. S. S
37
V. S. S. pfd
100 Vi until evening, as the territory has a
Including Dr.
witnesses,
of
number
No Uoston market today.
May cotton
$:i.S1 (Tarns, city physlcUn, who will tell
the extent of RalTerty's Injuries.
Summary of Condition.
Still liookiiijr for Sodlllo.
New York, April 19. American
slocks In London firm,
Miguel Sedillo, the man who is alto
above
parity.
London market nnerally leged to have slabbed Juan Arche-bequ- e
quiet and Inactive, but favorably
Monday night, is etlll at large.
by chancellor of the exche- Sheriff Armijo was notified Tuesday
quers taxation announcements.
a man giving the name of Felice
Largo consumers are looking lor that
Martinez was arrested at Las Vegas,
concessions In price of copper for de- on suspicion of being Sedillo, but
livery after July.
when he received a description of
Less demand for slocks in loan
man under arrest at that place,
crowd, but bear account still con- the
he Immediately wired back that they
siderable.
the wrong man.
had
Republic steel fiscal year will Miow
Archebeque Is still at St. Joseph'
5 per cent on common alter 15 per
hospital, resting as well as could be
cent paid on preferred.
considering the extent of bis
Severe snows throughout tile west expected
Injuries.
doing some damage but may kill
bugs.
No .lury in Riot Case.
Canadian coal strike serious.
The case of the territory against
General indications that money is Maxlmiano
Guiterrez, et al., in the
working easier in interior cities.
district court, charged with Inciting
a rloto In the election booth at Las
Kansas City Livestock.
Gricgos on November 6, last year,
Kansas City. April 19. Cattle re- was called this morning and up to 3
ceipts 19,000, including 100 southerns. o'clock this afternoon a complete
Market steady. Southern steers $4.00 jury had not been secured.
'n 5.50; southern
cows $3.OOf4.40;
I IOLLI
SWOItTII j'W INS.
stin kers and feeders 13.75 W 5.40 ;
bulls $3.1541)4.50; calves $6.50 '(T 7.00 ;
Twins Rcluiii to
The
llollinsuoi'tli
so;
5.
western fed steers $4.4 a
westAlbuquerque For u Week's Enern fed cows $3.25 (it) 4.75.
gagement Momluy.
Sheep
receipts
6000.
Market
steady. Muttons $3.25 6D 6.50
lambs
Houston-Frankli- n
Dramatic
The
range
$7.ooiiiK.riO;
wethers $5.50
company featuring the liolllngswortli
7.50; led ewes $5.00ii6.25.
Twins, will return for a week's enMonday.
gagement
commencing
Omaha
i miaha,
April 19. Cattle receipts April 22. This is the same popular
a
hit in the
2.300. Market steady. Western steers company that made
$3. 50115.411; Texas steers $:;. 00 r,i 4. It.", Ellis' theatre about six weeks ago.
new
A
people
have been
number
of
cow s and heifers $2.75 'ii 4. 7 5 canners
$ 2.75 I1 3.25 ;
stockers and feeders added lo the company, especial men3.00lj 5. 10; calves $3.00di .5n. hulls tion may lie made of Mr. Many Raymond, leading man. lale of I .fakes
$3.00 eO.50; bulls $3. now 4.5n.
Also of ltaby
Sheep
receipts
3,000.
Market Stock Co.. of111 El Paso. year
Norma, a
old tot
tie three
steady to strong. Yearlings $6.50
7.75; wethers $6.251-7.00ewes $5.25 that sings all the new and popular
songs. The Holllngsw orth Twins refli 5.5 0; lambs $7.504e 8.50.
main tly star feature and they are
supported by all the old. populal
Protliicw Market.
Chicago, April 19. Closing quota- nit nhers. of the company.
tions;
The company is now showing In
theatre,
with a
Wheat May 7s: Julv SOW..
their own tented
large, new stage, new and beautiful
July 47Tft 4.
Corn May
scenery, all electrical effects, etc.
July 40
fiats May
seats, with reserved
Pork May $15.87; July $15.92
Comfortable
15.95.
chairs are In the arena proper, while
Lard May $8.62; Julv JM.75.
the interior is entirely lit by two hun'Ribs May $8.47; Julv Js.fi'i.w dred electric lights.
8.65.
The admission price is within the
reach of all, being Id cents for chilCliii-agLivestock.
dren and $25 for adults; 10 cents
Chicago, III., April 19. Cattle
extra for a special, reserved seat.
steady.
Reeves $4.25 W 6.65 ;
One
week commencing Monday.
cows
$1.75Ctf)4.90;
65(a)
$2.
heifers
April 22. in the new tented theater,
5.4o;
calves $4.50Ca 6.00; good to U'he orpheum.
prime steers $5.35 6.65; poor iu medium $4.25 di 5.30; stockers and feeders $2.M)G)5.10.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
Sheep 8,000, steady. Western
yearlings $7fi7.75; lambs
ti.50tfi 8.50; western $6.508.60.
II. II. Wilhite, who has been acting
Metal Market.
as day clerk at the Alvarado hotel,
N.w York, April 19.
dull 6 hits resigned, his resignation taking
ifi.l; copper quiet 24.25 H 25.25.
Mr. Wilhite has
effect immediately.
been with the local Harvey house for
Money Market.
nearly a year and during that period
New York, April 19. Prime merhas won many friends here, who will
money regret
cantile paper 6; silver 05
his departure from the city.
on call firm
His successor, U. F. McDonald, formerly with the Knickerbocker hotel,
Spelter Marker
New York City, has arrived in AlbuSt. Louis. April 19.- Spelter .lull querque
and will begin tomorrow.
J li t; a
It has been suggested by a wakeful
reader of The Citizen that the city
SI. I.oui.4 Wool Market.
St. Louis. April 19. Wool steady; council might pass an
ordinance, making it a misdemeanor
unchanged.
for the engineers on the switch engines
in the local Santa Fe yards to
Whooping Couli.
I have used Chamberlain's
Cough blow the whistles at night oftener
Remedy in my family in cases of than Is absolutely necessary.
For
whooping cough, and want to tell you Instance, it would bu rather dillicult
la
the best medicine I have to tell Just how much tooting was
that it
ever used. W. F. Gaston. Posco, Ga. nocessary.
The Citizen reader comThis remedy is safe and sure. For plains that just about the time he
sale by all druggists.
dozes oft into a comfortable Hup, the
whistle begin and hu is awakened.
ami
tnuH i:n-- i There Is some truth in what ho says,
in, new spiti(i vi:;kthi,ks, it does appear that there is a HUper-lluit- y
i iuti s.
sh ami cxui:i
of tooting donu in
yards at
MEATS. AT. I. I'. PALMERS, FIRST night, but Just how to the
remedy the
m m iitgi irrn:.
evil is sinnet lilng of a question. This
o
still a free country and if the en'I'll
Haldwin Refrigerators at Ku-- t is
Nothing better made. Sat- gineer wants to toot, he can tool, and
ri lie's.
if
the vagabond breezes waft said
isfaction guaranteed.
toot into the ears of sume sleep-lovin- g
f UtlC YARDS OF lll(T FOR person, about the only remedy he has
I III:
under the law Is to no out in his
I CV
MilG. M
cold, and
pajamas, risk catching
CO.
o
meekly say: "Please, sir, if you must
To Chicken Ketrtors.
Fortoot, then toot the other way.
Mausard's Mills are selling pool sooth, sir, you make a most infernal
rai'ket and I fain would sleep."
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lb.
l
for Saturday, Uoston brown
lil'KKAIi:
and baked beans at the French
For Mr. Luvelle' ball, next Satur- bread
Hjki-ryday. iMijcing and refreshment
2! Kust Railroad avenue.
free.
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Live-stoc-

SEEKS TO BUY NEW

pr,K

The Albuquerque

.

j. c. FEimrcu.

IS

RAFFERTY MARKET

Rat-fert-

ltiUHItttirii
.

RED"

CITIZEN.

Tells in Court How He Was Many Good Things Offered
for the Table -- Big Red
Assaulted by Brakemen
Strawberries.
and Severely Beaten.

five, the

What Would You Like to Have
Railroad Avenue Called
fn the Future?

HOW

EVENING

to

315

Marbk- Ave.

'300C00CO0X

Fr

Pbena St.

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door nt prices that defy
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per loot at the
eastern-mad- e

SUPERIOR
PLANING MIIjLi
SEE OITI tcw.w ltuinu' ltniT.rkTMn
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE
A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

DEALER IN NATIVE
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

PAINT

S

Covers more,

looks

best, wears

the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always in stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FUIST STKIilT AND COAL AVE. AU$l7Qt'KKQl E, NEW SIEX.

-

Telephone 206
To-rootent houe for rent,
cheap; good roof, good well, etc.
Inquire nt store.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Highland Livery

re

Saddle hordes a specialty. Itest
Irlvers In the city.
Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagoi..
COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOSl

at

hamtii:ook nitos.

I'lione SV.

113

John

Si

reel

mission 5Cc

li:ies Fret

.

V
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Knocks Out Conceit
)

City Journal.)
The fat. affable looking mnn of 40
and a lUtlo) van tolling; them.
"Whenever." he said, "any of you
of ehpRty and kind
follows feel
of enlnnred about the region of the
bat. 1 know of a way for you to cool
out and Ret yourself where you
II
I found
out for myself.
(Kaiiwa

irt

He.rt 'B Mie way
"A little while
Rood old mother.

I
visited iny
She lives on the
A rainy afternoon
old farm, upstate
happened along. nd she Rot out the
d
family photo-Rrnp- h
old red
I spent some hours
album.
looking over It.
"Now, up to lht time fell a
sense of importance. I sort o"
liked myself. 1 had figured out that
I wan a Rood deal of a duck, all things
1
regarded myself as
conaldered.
quite somebody.
"Hut that rainy afternoon with the
old album settled It. ,1 haven't quite
found out yet where I belong.
The
likenesses of myself In that album did
the business for me likenesses running back to my swaddling days, and
then right along through my various
and sundry tages of puppyhood and
Kwieral Imbecility, almost 1 let myself out lightly, you observe almost
up to the present time
"That's why I'm contending that
there's nothing on earth better calculated to take the superfluous con-ce- lt
out of a man grown to maturity
than a rainy afternoon with a whole
tiunch of pictures of himself.
"I didn't mind so much the baby
pictures of me that I had to look aU
1 looked like a sulky, ugly sort of a
lumpy customer In all of them, I urn
bound to admit, and I'd like to know
if the man lives, anyhow, who doesn't
experience h certain sort of humiliation when he looks upon the pictures
taken of him when he was a lolling
doughface of an Infant.
The only
consolation he has In looking at them
is that he wasn't responsible at the
time; that It wasn't his fault that he'd
men mugged at that awful period of
his life, and that most other baby
pictures, If not all of them, look Just
about the same way.
"It a the later pictures that cause
.a fellow to really hate himself while
the impression of them lasts.
"I didn't even take my violent dislike to the photographs and tintypes
that were taken of men when I n
in my boyhood before I had reached
adolescence ,that is. I couldn't help
those, either, although they sure do
make me out to've been a measly
looking tad of a boy. One of them
in particular, that I had taken along
with my little sister when I was about
9 years old and she 7, made me very
tired, both of myself and for ils. In
that plcturo I'm standing rigid, Willi
the bottom of the headrest, that's
holding me like a garrote, showing
.at my feet. My mop of carroty-lookin- g
hair Is brushed back in a big
waterfall I think that's what they
called 'em over one side of my forehead; my ears stand out like sails on
a Oanarsle bay catamaran,, and I
look sneaky and furtive and slinky
and treacherous and mean and underhand, all over.
"But the portrayal of my little sister In that photograph is a shame.
She's standing like an upright bed
slat, too, confined In one of those
barbarous headrests, and sticking out
away below the bottom of her little
ttklrt Is a lot of pointed embroidery,
about both of her nether limbs,
draped as they are In white stockings.
It always makes Sis furious to see
that photograph, and 1 don't blame
her a little bit.
"Well, there are two or three
more of those boy pictures, and then
begin the bunch that I myself had
taken and that made me feel just to
look at them like a nickets worth
of attar of roues in the bottom of a
deserted cistern.
"The first one of these was taken
when I was about i5 and had left the
old farm, for a nearby town. I was
making a few dollars a week and the
cheap conceit that sticks out all over
that photograph is mortifying to look
at. I insisted. I remember, that the
picture should be full length, eo that
all of me should show, and I'm standing alongside one of those papier
mache pedestals, with my hair plastered down in front like a Sicilian
barber's and one of those onery little round felt hats of the period on
the back of my head to show the
plastered hair.
"Then there was the best portrait
You
made of me when I was 17.
just see the swellheadedness of
me sticking out.
I've still got my
hair plastered down in that one, and
there's a rosebud stuck In my buttonhole, and I've got a sort of Bnarly,
stuck-u- p
expression of my chalky
looking map; and, say, as I looked at
that picture I couldn't help but reflect upon what a blooming nuisance
1 must have 'been at about the time it
was taken, and wonder how the older
folks with whom I was associated
ever managed to tolerate me at all.
photo"Then came the
graph, taken for the express pur- -'
pose of showing a waiting and marvelous world the vague and wispy imTrue, only
itation of a mustache.
one side of the mustache is there,
although I had It taken full face particularly to show that I had it on both
iiRO

plush-covere-

1

8

ocuuoooooouuu

sides.
Hut there Is such ft strong
light on one side of the face that the
mustache lost out In the shufllo on
thiit side. I can remember how horribly abused I felt when they gave
me that finished picture and 1 mw
how much of the budding mustache
had been sacrificed to the lighting
I wouldn't
hnve accepted
scheme.
the pictures at all. I was so sore over
of a mustache, but
that one one-haI'd paid for them. In advance and 1
had to tnke them.
"Well .the next one that caused me
had
to curl up was the picture I
taken for the sole and only purpose
of allowing my relntlves living in dis
tant, parts of the country to know
that I was the possessor of whatI
used to be called a 'dress suit.'
remember to this hour how absurdly
I swaggered around
the photograph
gallery when I went down there one
day at noon and put on the Mres 1
suit' to have the picture taken.
sort o' patronized the Rrlizlod photographer, I remember, and I believed that I tried to give him some kind
of an impression that 1 was an actor
playing with a society drummer then
in town.
"I wore my hair pompadour in that
miserable photograph, and I looked
like a cross between Jim t'orbett and
somebody that had escaped from, the
booby hatch on a dead run. I ached
and hankered to take that picture out
of the old album and tear It Into
lf

8.000.000

pieces,

but

my

old

Rood

mother was on to my purpose, and
Just why she
wouldn't have It.
should cherish such an Infernal
thing as thut photograph
can't for
the life of me make out, but she
does cherishes all of 'em. in fact, of
all the children, us It they were worth
their weight in radium.
"Then there came the one In
which I had myself tuken in a bicycle
suit, standing alongside one of those
high wheels. 1 had this one taken
after having won some kind of a tin
medal for doing a century In what
was supposed to be rapid time then
and the disease of the brain known as
elephantiasis of the conk shows up
plainer In that picture than in any of
the others.
"And so on down the list. There's
a bunch of tintypes taken in between
times several of them taken at the
seashore In bathing suits. In which
I've got my chest stuck out like a
pouter pigeon and my hands furtively
stuck under my bleeps to poke them
out and make them look big whew!
what a mortification It is to a man
when he comes to his thinking years
to look back and reflect upon what a
d
perfectly asinine and hopeless
he must have seemed to everybody who knew him in the brave days
when he was 21 or so, and thought
he knew it ull!
"So whenever any of you fellows
feel like getting chastened a bit In
spirit, all you've got to do is to take
a peek at the pictures made of you in
your sappy years, and If after looking
them over you don't feel like piping
down and keeping sort of quiet and
under cover, it's because you haven't
got any sense of humor."
1
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The Hero
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They got a norphun boy next door;
he come there yesterday.
And he has six toes on one foot and
aouDie joints, tney say:
They brought him from the 'avium
and his hair Is kind of red,
And he hasn't any parents, for his
ma and pa are dead.
When we were up In Johnson's barn
this afternoon I s'pose
You'll not believe it but he hung
head downward by his toes,
And he cun skin the cat and give a
jump up in the air,
p
And turn a
and not touch
a tlnger anywhere.
flip-fla-

ears and
look cross-eye- d
and play
The jewsharp, or. ut least, he says
so anyway.
And all the girls think no one else
can do what he can do;
I
almost wisht sometimes that I
would be a norphum, too.
And he can wiggle both his

Too Loquacious
i HUM
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Little Stories
About Dig Men
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Justice John M.
Harlan, of the supreme court of the
United States, lulls
from KentucKy and
like n true born blue
grass stater likes
things that come
from down Imls-vlll- e
way.

As a
gal light lie is

Marrying' Judft'e
Puts Ads
in Cars
CK)0OOOOOO0OOO
I

-

ALBUQUBRQUK

Louis, Mo.. April 1. Justice Irled will be good advertising for
of the Peace A. II. Wurremeyer. of Clayton. They will look around and
Clayton, has created no little stir in see what a fine town we have."
his section of country by his rather
Heretofore Justice I'relss has held
original way of advertising himself the championship ns "marrying Jusas one authorized to perform mar- tice." Two other justices who are
riage ceremonies.
pleased to officiate are Frank Stoble
Including
Justice Werrenitycr Is out for the and I. W. Campbell.
are four justices who
dollar and as many of them as he enn be there nt
funnel
the Clayton court
can get, so he Is advertising In the
good
way. The Justice house nt practically any hour of the
day.
Clayton
Two
ministers. Dr.
hasn't had his signs painted on barns
or fences ns yet. but In the cars of North, of the Methodist church, and
of the Presbyterian,
all lines running Into Clayton he has lr. Iiinglry,
shared In the matrimonial fees,
rut up larRe cards with the follow- have
being
couples
to them by friends
sent
ing wording and arrangement:
the court house.
"Go choose tho one you love the best, at Judge
O. A.
of the
Then come to Clavton for the rest." probate court, hasWurdemanj
presided at a sufJl lKlB A. H. M Kit KICM KY Kit,
ficient number of weddings to attract
Justice of the Peace. attention.
ImKlnloch 'phone. Clayton N.o.
Justice W'arremeyer
Isn't saying
mediate appointments.
what he thinks his advertising will
Residences, Olivette; Ofliee. County do to reduce the business of his
Court House, Clayton, Mo.
rivals, but his plans are of a subItack of this enterprise of the Clay- stantial character. The advertising
ton magistrate Is tho Increased cost Is to be continuous, with a change
of a marrWge license In Kt. Louis. every month.
A few weeks agft the price was raisThe verse on the first card was
ed from $1 to $1.50. In Clayton It chosen from a large
collection of
remains at $1. There has been a verses. For next month's card the
perceptible Increase In the number verse will be ns follows:
my pretty
of marriages at Clayton since the new "Where are you going,
schedule became effective.
maid V
t
"I am going to let the people know-tha- "I am going to Clayton," she blush- I am In the business," said JusIngly said.
my
pretty
tice W'arremeyer. "1 want my share "May I go with you,
of this revenue
maid?"
from performing
marriage ceremonies, and I am go- "If to the Justice you'll go." said said.
ing right after it. People must come
Nor are these simple black and
here on one of those car lines, and while cards. That would be too conthey will learn that I am prepared venient for the Justice, who had his
for them. Resides, 1 think that get- first cards printed In blue and red
ting people to come here to be mar- - on a white background.

ar Sir''
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surplus, $100,000

Wer-remey-

le-

ad-

mired the country
over and the gener
al public has --a h
of faith in the miiiij,;:
I
I L
from Kalntuck."
llecently mi
,
T"1
mlrer of his in Ken- - fiTURIiXaY
tucky sent to him n
number of bottles of the choicest
bourbon. The Justice used It medicinally of course and derived a lot
of pleasure from the precious lluuor.
Now Justice Harlan is an ardent
churchman and In Washington attends the New York Avenue Presbyterian church.
One Sunday be came out of the
edifice and he noticed Ills distiller
friend for it was a distiller who
had sent him the liquor standing
on the steps of the church. The latter was visiting Washington at the
time and had attended the services
that morning.
"Hi!" said Justice Harlan, hailing
his friend, "that was tine!"
Then remembering where he was.
the justice hastily added: "The sermon. I mean.''
Charles lleiesford
loril high admiral
of the king's navy,
and controlling brain
In the Krltlsii sea- fighters, while re
cently touring the
Pacific const to ad
just the estate of his
brother. w ho was I
killed in a Dakota
railroad
accident.
hail an experience I
American ln- ''M with
dependence
which
he enjoyed hugely
,r& and relates with

'TIST

m

INTEREST

went ashore to do some
fornlu,
hunting." said Lord Iteresford.
"I
was looking around for a hack, and
not seeing any. asked a man if he
would carry the bundle In which I
had my guns.
heavy?' he asked.
"'Is It very.'
. replied.
"Not
" 'Then carry it yourself.' said lie,
and he walked away."
The hearty guffaw which always
concludes this story of Lord Iteres
ford shows that the Hrillsher Is not
always lacking in humor, and that
occasionally he cun see the point of
a Joke, even if it is on himself.
John Sharp Williams, of Mississippi,
Y
the minority leadei
in the house of rep
resentatives. Wash-I- f
. . ..
1,
i ..
t ..
11417
i
ingiiin,
luiuij..I
,. .,
man of congress.!! ;
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lieu lie mums jhii
I
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laughed itself sick.
;t
grinneoi
'ine woriu declared!
when he
( i'i
t
Ihul tiA wau t Vi q nnlvl
of hlsl
American
period who studied
ut Vfeltlplberip nnfl
yet has not a class-- JnnKtfuflRPWrLLlAa
mate of Kmperor
William. As a storyteller Williams Is
crackerjack.
Here Is one he told
recently on Dr. John H. Girdnur, tho
famous alienist, of New York:
Dr. Girdner was on a tour of
ispectlon of an insane asylum re
cently In New York." declares Wlll- ims,
and he met a man In tne
hall.
oh! I'm not crazy." said the pa- ent. "I'm an inventor. I have an
nventlon that will make me richer
It Is u
than John D. Rockefeller.
patent flycatcher. You see this," he
on
birdcage
a
remarked, as he drew
piece of paper, "that Is a parrots
cage.
You will observe that It has
two doors, one on each side. r,acn
door is equipped with a heury iron
nob.
I place this cage on a pedestal
4 feet high anil the pedestal rests on
marble slab. I p to each door I
lace u ladder
and everything is
ready.
This Is how it works. The un- suspecting fly comes along und climbs
n tnis ladder ana opens tne uoor
to the cage by means of the iron
nob. walks through and opens the
ther door. Then it starts down the
ladder on that side."
That is where you catch him," in
terrupted the doctor.
Not yet," put In the man, "but.
that Is where the Invention comes in.
hat is where I will make all my
money. You see the fourth rung of
the second ladder is missing but the
fly doesn't know this and ho falls on
the marble slab and breaks his neck."
".
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Cost of Racing'

I

f

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,
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(Frnm Courier Journal.)
It is estimated that there were in
training in 1906 In Kngland more
than 7,000 race horses, of which a
large number
not start, but
did
which, nevertheless, were a source of
expense to their owners. There were
:17s meetings held In England
in
1906, and it was estimated that at
outwas
the
least I12R.000 each day
lay by those who attended
This
would, of course. Include traveling
expenses to und from London, admission fees and other actual expenditures.
Tho average charge for training a
race horse In Kugland Is fifty shill
ings each week. or about $12. Ml.
Kach time a horse starts his Jockey's
fee Is at least 10. with $15 addition
al If he wins. For steeplechases and
hurdle races the fees are higher.
$52.(116.750 Siicnt on Turf.
Various other items go to make
up the enormous total of $.ri2,616,7C0
which the experts declared was InTabulatvolved In a year's racing.
ed it amounts to this amazing total:
Keep and training of start

ers
Keep and training of
etarters

non- -

expenses
Traveling
of
horses to and from meet,
ings
Jockeys' feos and expen
ses
Owners' expenses to meet
ings

land expend nearly $200,000 a year
for maintenance and labor.
Though not us expensive an umuse-mi-in America, the public here being enabled to see tlrst-claracing
at much less cost than similar sport
would cost in Kngland, the horse
owner finds it a costly game, because
labor and food are much higher here
than in Kngland. A first class train
er would ask about twice ns much
to train a horse us Is charged In Kng
land. Traveling expenses for owners and horses Is a very large Item,
especially for the rank and file of the
turf, who race all season and cross
the continent twice a year.
ss

Gentle and Effective.
A well
known Manitoba editor
writes: "As an inside worker I find
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets invaluable for the touches of
biliousness natural to sedentary life
their action being gentle and effective,
clearing the digestive tract and the
head." Price, 25 cents. Samples
tree. All druggists.

U. m.
Authorised Capital
Paid Dp Capital, Surplus

VOMITORY
$500,09M
$2S0.00OJff
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His plea was very earnest, but St
40,000
Peter shook his head.
"There Is no room around here for a
$5,366,750
Total
men like you," he said;
Add amount spent by pub
you have some virtues,
meetings. .. 47,250,000 "No doubt
lic: attending
but your record isn't clear,
And much as I regret It, sir, we can
$52,618,760
Grand total
not keep you here."
Partisans of racing declare that the
great bulk of the millions thus spent "I've tried to prove my honesty," the
by the public directly benefits wage
applicant began;
eurners. It is estimated further tnut "There's none can say I swindled or
per annum is
million dollars
up' my fellow-ma'did
spent In maintaining
the grand I always gave fair value, and I paid
stands, courses, clubhouses, etc.. of
my clerks well .too.
Great Britain.
St. Peter bowed approvingly,
and
Vast Nnmher of Stud Vuniix.
answered:
"That Is true,"
More than 500 stud farms are in
operation
the kingdom, giving
in
a lot in charity," the appli
work to thousands or employes, an "I Ravecant
of whom, of course, put out their "Relying ondeclared;
my promises no mortal
wages almost nt once for subsistence,
badly fared.
and this keeps the small local trades For I was
ever thoughtful, as I think
men going.
Itreak up these stud
you ought to know."
farms as the result of the abolition St. Peter
bowed approvingly, and an
of racing and what alternative em
swered: "That is so."
ployment Is offered by the reform- era?" ask the friends of racing.
men wny should you refuse me,
At New market alone nearly $50,- sir? the applicant inquired;
000 a year is paid to the various em
ployes engaged by the Jockey club "If I've been fair and truthful, too,
pray why should I be fired?"
for the purpose of maintaining in
good condition the various exercise St. Peter slowly answered, seeming
employe
gallops.
disinclined to talk:
grounds and
Kach
has a neat cottage and garden. All ' I noticed In the winter time you
never cleaned your walk.
told, tho various race courses In Eng

STRICTLY

vState

PRIVATE

National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE

n;

'PURITY
ofthi:
SYSTEM

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
It's Hard to Tell

us

good puint from bad by jtut looking
at a pot ot paint. It's only after it
has been exposed to the wetrther for
few months that you cun see tli
enacts of poor paint. Then it la too
.'ute. If you buy your paints f an
you always grrt good paint
tht kad
til it wears.
.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

The inhabitants of the Cunary
isles, finding themselves oppressed by
famine, sent to
he governor of
Oaliclit one of their head men as an
ambiuMador.
They advised him not
to lose himself in the longwinded
talk. He took with him a large number of sacks, and arriving at the town
where the governor was on circuit
he opened one of them before him,
Doesn't it stand to reason,
wf-dp- :
saying only the
"Jlt)Jj
empty; fill it."
that for perfect health, th
The governor ordered his sack and
human system must be kept
the rest to be filled with meal, but he
pure and clean, inside as well
suld to the speaker:
"You had no need to tell us that
as
outside?
the sack was empty, nor that it was
Then take Cascarets, t.i.:
the Orchard
ni canary to fill it; we should have
readily guessed that. Another time
world-famoBowel Medicine
be briefer in your talk."
ijCXXXOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
Is the Secret of
that".;;!
and system-cleaner- s,
The production of heavy crops of
COMPLETE HEALTH.
you
help
CLEAN
KEEP
auoles. peaches or other fruit is a se
INSIDE.
vere draft on the vigor ot tne trees
and thev need a richness of soil to
The body of man is the
help them to respond to the de
mands that the growers put on them. most perfect and delicate mechanism in existence, and the bast
Sowing crimson clover, alfalfa, cow OBSTRUCTION or accumulation of filth in any part of it, will
pi ars or other plants mat win come
un uuickly and be ready to turn un
make it hobble, move IRREGULARLY andSPASMODICALLY,
der In early fall is one way of put
promptly may stop the machine altogether.
ting humus in the soil. Manuring is and if not attended to
another way. The last way may be
Isn't that plain common sense to any person that has had
done any time during the wuiter.
Plenty of stable or feeding yard ma
any
experience with machinery of human invention, from the
no
nure will help the trees to
ineir
triple-expansiengine? All the parts,
The following U a facsimile of a sterotype letter being sent out from fruiting and keep the soil full of I sewing machine to the
Do not throw manure joints, connections, gearings, must be kept absolutely pure and
tree food.
the White House in answer to the m any requests the president has
close up to the trees.
Scatter It
to aceent a third term
ev nly with a spreader or fork over clean to get the best results. A careless,, untidy engineer is a
the orchard between the trees ana
will lose his job.
THE WHITC MOUSC.v
the cultivator und rain will help got failure and
over
It Into the soil.
Go
orchard
the
Nature has been kind to us by handing ovce to us to be occupied dur
WAfHINOTOH- two or three times if the work Is I
our earthly existence, an almost automatic, elastic mechanism, that will
dene in the spring or In summer, in ing
preference to giving a heavy dressing I run itself if only properly cared tor.
All that She asks, is that the body be supplied with "Pure b ood fuel
once.
More iieneni win ue nun iroin
October , 1$G(.
of the right kind, applied in the right way, that a lubricant be furnished
the manure by this method.
tor the joints, muscles, nerves through the marvelous distributing and col
ryrxoooooooocxxxxxxxr)OOooo
lecting system ( arteries and veins, and that all parts of the ecguie be used
lor me purposes icicuucu wuuuui uuuuc luiui,
Bat, when little mistakes are made in eating and drinking, with perhaps
excessive exertion, there is a liability of a stoppage in the natural cleansing
process, and you are liable to become UNCLEAN INSIDE.
lOOOOCXXXOCXOOOOOOCKDOOOOO
"thsTSrh instant has been receive
Tour
That means obstruction, stoppage of the normal functions, fermentaNew York. April 19. More than tion, poisoning of the blood by your own decaying sewage, and a liability
50.000 women in the United States oi the development of any of hundreds of serious diseases.
H toa.
you for writing.
t4 tl Tresident-than- ks
trace their ancestry back to an of
ficer or a soldier of the revolution.
Cascarets Candy Cathartic are fragrant, sweet, mild but effective little
Although it Is 124 years since Wash' tablets that were first compounded from pure, harmless, vegetable subhowever, othing to add to Ma. statement istusl on
ington disbanded the last of his stances, under a Pure Drug of their own, in 1806. These tablets proved to
army, there are a few real daughter
dc tne greatest lubricators tor the Bowels ever discovered, and at the same
of the revolution till living daugh
election in 1904.
tlse WgM of
ters of men who saw actual service. time a destroyer of disease germs in the whole alimentary (food) canal
Of these ttiree are on the pension They have now a sale of over a million boxes a month.
They are a Dure, reliable, means of keeping the svstem clean, prevent
list.
Very truly yours.
Mrs. Sarah C. Hurlbutt. of Little ing all diseases arising from accumulations in Constipation, and also reliev
daughter
89.
I
is
now
'a.,
the
Marsh.
ing and aiding the cure of chronic conditions after they have developed
of Elijah Weeks, who served two and from neglect.
a half years In a Massachusetts regi
Begin today to wstch your conditions, be careful of your food and cetment. Mltut Kliotla Augusta Thompson, of Woodbury, (Vim., SC. is the era! methods of living snd learn to take precaution of "Keeping Clean In
daughter of ThadJeus Thompson, who side" with Cascarets. Buy a ntue luc. box trom your own druggist JO-Dserved six years in a New York regi
be convinced and join our MILLIONS OF FRIENDS.
ment. Mrs. Phoebe M. Palmeter, of
Acting Secretary
Be sure to "Get What You Ask For" the Genuine, every tablet stamped
Wooley,
two
who
berved
Jonathan
' C C.M
to the President
TV
years in u New Hampshire regiment.
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"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 1171.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largatft and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND
RAILROAD AVENDK.

THE

FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Kit MAY. Al'ltll.

tthottt: evening citizen.

tfmT.

cwoooooooooooooooooooooooo

Cnpltnl stock. $30,000 divided It
hundred shares of the par vp
$50 each. Object, dealing In
petroleum. Duration, fifty years. The
company was organizd In Kansas and
Hied amended articles of Incorporation to comply with the laws of

We are exclusive Agents

for

Hoosier Kitchen

Cabinets

-
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IKK, by

Boodrr Mf.
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RAILROAD

Department

SAM

CQLETRAIN

VICTED

CON-

OF MUHDER

IN FIRSTDE6REE
O. F. Htgglnson. trainmaster for
arrlvod
the roast line !it Wlnslow,
here Wft night.
Pretest locomotive 1615 wa run
out rt the shopR yesterday and given
it trla.1 trip. Engine 836 Is due to
run oat tomorrow.
llr. Oarrle Jacobs Bond, a noted
Finger, ponder, lecturer, poetess and
wrUer, will address the railroad men
at the Hanta. Fe reading rooms Saturday sight.
The tronado Tent t'lty band will
aiwembW) and organize in San
e.
tbls your instead of
The
uh In former years.
years,
be
will
band, u In former
In oiKirge of Henry Ohlmeyer.
As a rosult of two freight trains
near Thatcher, Colo.,
nieetlass Stead-o- n
a stattoa southwest of La Junta, yes- 7
terday aaorning, passenger trains 1,
here ot 7:45, 10:45 and
and t,
11:58 o'clock at night, arrived here
early Utss morning, many hours lute.
Acoordlae to several passengers on
the belated passenger trains, the box
cars were piled up sky high, but
strange as it may seem, none of the
tmimnen were injured. No. 9, the
El iurm train, left for that pluce at
7:36 eVlock, while the two California
traJns followed each other about an
The chair cars of the
hoar later.
three, trains were literally jammed
and
other foreigners en
with Russians
route to California and the west,
where they will be employed as section men and laborers.
Ber-narrtl-

Alhu-laersa-

te

SANTA KH TO 11U1T,I

tsPUIt TO DEATH VALLEY
Fresno. April 19. The Santa Fe
railroal is planning to construct at.
spur railroad from Kandshurg to
In Death valley. The line will
miles In length.
be about eeventy-flv- e
It will cross the bed of Dry Salt Iake
and will eklrt the base of the Darwin
range of mountains. The road Is practically a continuation of the Santa Fe
The survey
spur to Johnannesburg.
The
been completed.
has nearly
building of the, rallrund is Iwlng hastened by the recent gold strikes made
at Bennett's Wells, in the valley. Several uew mining camps have been
established. The ore Is running $1600
to the ton and hundreds of miners
are rushing to the scene.
Hal-lara-

HITS

Pl'LLMAN
DECISION STOLEN
Cincinnati. Ohio, April 19. The
discovery was made today that the
original copy of W. H. Taft's decision
in Ibe Phelan railroad strike case
has been stolen. The revelation lias
created a .sensation In political circles.

Secretary of War Taft. when a
United States judge here In the early
nineties, rendered the decision, which
one, ngnlnst
the
was a sweeping
leaders In the Pullman strike. It was
one of the great weapons of his
enemies here.
One of the labor leaders here
wanted the exact wording of the decree todav, and was directed to the
record of the United States district
and circuit court for the Southern
i ihio district.
A diligent search was made for the
document today, but it could not be
turned up.
Friends of Taft ridicule all intimations that the record of this verdict
purposes
was wtolen tor political
that Is, to prevent the opposition getcharge
that
ting hold of it hut the
the paper was purloined is made
openly.
WF.KK MAKING PEONS
PAY TO WOKIv.
Trinidad. Colo., April 19. About
six weeks ago a certain Mexican who
had been working on a Santa Fe section gang was arrested on a minor

charge and lodged In the county jail.
When his payday arrived, he requested permission to go down and draw
his check. The privilege was granted.
Under Sheriff L. M. Kreeger accompanied the Mexican to the paymaster's ottlce, where an envelope
containing about $22.50 was handed
lis
tu him as his month's stipend.
had earned something like $30. lie
fac
t
and
informed Mr. Kreeger of this
told him the discrepancy was due to
a custom among the Santa Fe foremen of retaining 25 per cent of their
men's wages as a form of blackmail,
or tip, for allowing them to work on
the section.
The sheriff's olllce at once got busy
and communicated with the Santa
at Topeka. Kan. Two
or three railroad detectives were sent
a result.
as
to Trinidad
Detective work has been going
on for the past month, and l ho tlrst
fruits of the Mexican's story materialised the other day, when Joseph
Trosper. a Santa Fe section foreman,
was taken into custody charged with
obtaining money under false pretenses and Willi padding the payroll.
TO

I'l.KAN TI1K IHjOOII.
Anyone can easily mix th
following prescription at home,
which is said to be splendid
because of its peculiarly bene-tlcla- J
action upon the Kidneys,
which are made to properly
liter and strain from the blood
the impurities, acids and poisons.
Get the ingredients from any
good pharmacy and mix them
y shaking well In a bottle:
Kluid Kxtract Dandelion, one-haounce; Compound Kar-goCompound
one ounce;
Sarsapa rill.i.
thre'
ounces.
teaspoonfui
dose.'
in
Take
.j.fter each meal and at
Irink plenty of good
lf

n,

bed-lini-

wNT,

too.

e.

hiwe veins are fllleil
Those
with sour acids and Rheumatic
poison, who require a goo J
biood cleanser and system tonic, or If the Kidneys are weak
and clogged up. should prepare
tbls mixture and take as directed for a fe dun and note

resuru.

Accused Man Lived on Diet
of Soft Soap- - Cured of
Tuberculosis.
Okla., April 19- - Sam
Guthrie.
Coletraln,
known throughout the
southwest as the "Soft Soap Prisoner," has been convicted of murder
in the first degree at Durant, I. T. He
was accused of killing his cousin,
Cicero Coletraln, three years ago.
Sam Coletraln coveted a farm
owned by his cousin. He made overtures to buy the land, tout Cicero refused to sell. Ih feeling sprang up
between the two aien and Coletraln,
according to the testimony, lay In
wait for his cousin one night nnd
shot him. The body was discovered
the next morning by & neighbor.
Coletraln was tried a year ago, but
the Jury failed to reach a verdict.
The unique method employed by
the prisoner to bring about hi.s release soon after his mistrial resulted
in his peculiar pseudonym.
One mornlnx when the jailor
brought his breakfast, Coletraln remarked that he feared lie was a victim of tuberculosis.
He Insisted he
would not live to face another Jury.
The Jailors and county ollicers laughed at Coletrain's statement, which
they characterized as an effort to secure ottictal clemency.
Even
relatives refused to believe
him. His physical condition appeared
robust, but in several wet-k- s the prisoner began to fail noticeably.
He
refused food and his face beoamlivid.
His body became emaciated
and his clothing hung loosely upon
his big frame. Physicians were oked
to examine him, but therlr diagnoses
were conflicting. They all agreed
however, that If Coletrain was not a
sufferer from consumption, he was
the victim of a peculiar disease which
would quickly prove fatal
The prisoner's lawyers then began
efforts for a pardon.
They cited
's
statements of the doctors on
failing health, and prospects
were bright for his release, when a
discovery was made.
Th jailor's wife noticed an astonishing decrease In her supply of soft
soap, kept in a barrel near the jail.
Her suspicious were aroused tind she
watched the barrel.
One night a
friend of Coletrain's was seen taking
a bucket of soap.. The next morning Coletrain was caught in the net
of eating the stolen soap.
From that day he grew better rap-Idl- y
and In a few weeks w;is as
healthy as he had been prior to his
attack of "tuberculosis."
Cole-train-

's

It whs a side yard and a man In
shirt sleeves was spading it up. Kol-l- o
and his father stopped to gutta
percha.
"Oh. sir. the individual Is engaged
in prospecting for the elusive angle
worm. Is he not?" said Hollo, his eves
shining like stove polish.
"Forget it. Hollo," said his parent.
"The man Is making garden. There
will never be a garden, but the man
is making It. In this ease garden Is
synonymous with bluff. His brain Is
allre with the Idea of making the plot
bloom like an oasis. In
It is
blazing like a livery stable fact.
when the
hired man's lantern gets kicked
over."
"What is an oasis, father? I never
yet have seen one bloom."
"That, Hollo, is where his garden
will resemble
an oasis. You won't
ever see it bloom, either."
"At any rate the exercise will prove
highly beneficial to the amateur horticulturist." ventured Hollo.
"Yes, it will prove beneficial like a
$10 tine or a broken finger.
He will
be dubbing round like the fevered
four-Hus- h
that he is, and the cold,
moist shades of eve will find him oblivious to the'grlp germ, but not Impervious. He will go Into the house
with a headache, saddle sores and a
grouch, ami spread the fresh, fragrant glebe from his hoof's all over
the kaleidoscopic carpet
from the
easy payment store, all the while
swearing symphonloitsly.
That's the
Mulsh
of the landscape
improvements."
"What, nevertheless, becomes of
tln things he chances to plant ere he
yields to ennui and Indolence?" quoth
Hollo, groping like a muck rake for
the answer.
"Well, he seldom chances to plant
much except his $3 fountain
pen.
which slips out of his vest pocket In
time to get spaded under along with
the broken bottles and rusty nails,"
replied Hollo's father, gently leading
his pallid offspring away from the unhappy sight.

threw overboard the settlement movement to attach themselves to the socialist cause, ure in Chicago negotiating for the purchase of a western
railroad.
lies, no
Just where the railroad
one in Chicago's budding socialist
colony seems to know, but the negotiations with financiers on la Salle
street have so absorbed "Comrade"
Stokes that he has been practically n
recluse so far as the colony is concerned since arriving.
The two
stopped originally at the Stratford
hotel, but that seemed to promise it
deluge of reporters, so they packed
their grips and quietly slipped out
Into some unknown retreat.
Mr. Stokes" absorption In high
to the exclusion of all social relationship with the local "intellectuals" has been something of a disappointment to the latter.
Apparently the only man In Chi
cago who knows where they are stop
ping is "Comrade" O. T. Fraenckcl,
secretary of the socialist county committee, who booked hint for the Hull
House meeting Wednesday night.
"They begged me not to tell their
whereabouts," he said. "Mrs. Stoke.i
is not well and Mr. Stokes Is so busy
negotiating the purchase of tills railroad for the Stokes estate that ho
can't be bothered."
There Is more Catarrh tn this section
ot the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few years
was supposed to be Incurable.
For a
great many years doctors pronounced
It
a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly falling to cure
with local treatment, pronounced lncur-nblScience has proven catarrh to
be a constitutional disease and therefore
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured bv F. J.
Cheney
Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutional cure on the market. It
ts taken internally In doses from 10
drops to a teaspoonfui.
It acts directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They ofTer one hundred dollars
for any case It falls to cure. Bend for
circulars and testimonials.
Address:
F. J. CHENEY & C.,

Toledo, Ohio.
Five years ago yesterday we printed
Sold by nil Druggists. 75c.
the first Indicator. Hy the assistance
Take Hall s Family Pills for constipaof Cliff Have, the blacksmith, and tion.
other neighbors, we managed to get
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Yen, I llae 1 omul it at Last.
Found what'.' Why that Chamber-- ;
cures eczema and all
Iain's Salv
manner of Itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years
with skin disease. I had to get up
three or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible itching, but sine using this
halve in December, 180", the Itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Klder John T. Ongley, Rootville,
Pa. For sale by ull druggists.
o
Subscrilw for TTie Evening ilJen.
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its Location
BELKN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK ..l GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
BELEN
THE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS:
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE.
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE A3 A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY N THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
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"Lake Shore"
20th Century Limited

"Michigan Central"
Niagara Falls Route
Magnificent Trains landing
passengers in

Grand Central Station
In the Heart of New York City

When you travel, you might
as well have the best.
All railroad agents are delighted
to ticket their patrons via the

New York Central Lines
Ask them.
WARRFN J. LYNCH
Psmenaer Traffic Manager, Chicago

Cured of

Mr. Wm. Henry

of Chattanooga.
Tenn., hud rheumatism in his left
arm. "The strength seemed to have
gone out of the muscles so that
was useless for work," he says. "I
applied Chamberlain's Pain Halm and
wrapped the arm in flannel at night,
and to my relief I found that the pain
gradually left me and the strength
In three weeks the rheureturned.
matism had disappeared and has not
since returned."
If. troubled with
few applications of
rheumatism try
You nre certain to be
Pain Halm.
Pleased with the relief which It affords. For sale by all druggists.

KILL the COUGH
AND

CURE tnb LUNC8

WITH

Dr. linn' 8

Nov; Discovery
Price
fohCOUCHSaM B0o$1.00
Frts Trial.

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Oepper Avenue.

ONSUMPTION
OLDS

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOKS READY PAINT
One Callon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA- C.

408 Wist Rmllnad

Surest and Quickest Cur for all
THROAT and LUNO TBOUB-LE- S,
or MONEY BACK.
MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL

Avooi

PILLS

They ifprrow W
li t n
I trot
Iftrity and oimitHta,tnt;resi
tn ot mrtiwirws.
and bantsU
1,1 fas NaffrV
Hiey are?
ti.ni.
womanbuod,
acinic
tufrlrliat
uf or van and bMj. ha
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BEST OF QUALITIES

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212
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Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating
company, Mr. John StrtimquLst will In
nmm
future have charge of the mechanical
INSURANCE
department and attend to the instalSecretary MutnaJ Poildln; ilnnninsi
lation of all plumbing and heating
tlon. Office at 217 West RaOrwaV
work eirtrusted to this company.
venae.

A. E. WALKER,

Standard Plumbing & Healing Co

W. E,

MAUGEi
VJOOL
with Ttaube and Manger

Office, 115 North

ALBUQUERQUE,

First

8C

N. If.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Bay.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Llqnor"
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIItD ST.'

LINE"

THIRD. STREET

Moat Market
and Bait Bfaaftf
Steam Sausage Factory.
KMIIi KIJKNWOKT
Masonic Building. North Third Str
All Kinds of Freeb

DENVER

& RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD

O. A, SLEYSTER

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
S. K. HOOPER,

NORTH SECOND ST.

(iciM-ru- l

Passenger At Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.

INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No. 114.

14

Give us your ROUGH DRY wrk.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.

0
0
0
0
0
0
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TO BELEN, H. M,

C4a4e4ta44
A Railway

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

Center

ALL
FAST LIMITED EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8AXTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAI.V LIVE THROUGH TO BELEX, EAST
AXI WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

audi Improvement

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

S,

The Belen Town and Im
provement Co.
WM. M. BERBER,

LOANS.

Automatic Phon 4 SI.
Room 10. N. T. ArmUo Building

address.

J. KORBER & CO.

ANN ft 9091.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTAT

mioimorment

the

RIGHT PRICES

Ab1l BT

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

A

"SHORT

T?y us

r0R00 HB B B 0 00 0 0 0 0000 0 000 0 0 0 000 0

I

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mulsa Bought and Exchanged.

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, is
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

Pres

4.
C. A. and C. GRANDE.

JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION

Do You Need

iOHN BECKER,

ruary

VOH

00C0OC000000tao

The Belen Town

Is offered for the capture of A
timo Pettlne, the murderer at Benedetto Berardlnelll. dime waa committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

To

ss

COME

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

$200 REWAKD.

CINCINNATI

e

j

The Price of Health.
"The price of health In a malarious
district Is just 25 cents; the cost of a
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,"
writes Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark.
New Life Fills cleanse gently and Impart new life and vigor to the system. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
all druggists.

"Big Four"

Tli Albuquerque run-lugCompany, First nnd Tljcrns, lias secured
l he Horvliv of a nrst-cloborscslMs r,
unil guarantor all work, or no pay.
Don't fail to attend the M. K. tea
tomorrow afternoon or evening.

''Pneumonia's Deadly Work
had no seriously affected my right
lung." writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
Rural Route 1, Georgetown. Tenn.,
"that 1 coughed continuously night
and day and the nelghobis' predic- - ;
tion consumption semed Inevitable.
until my husband brought home a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
which In my case proved to be the
only real cough cure and restorer of
weak, sore lungs." When all other
emedies utterly fall, you mny still
win in the battle against lung and
throat troubles with New Discovery,
the real cure. Guaranteed by all
druggists. &0c and 1.00. Trial bot-- t
le free.

M.Fine Clothing
MAN
DELL
and Furnishings.

OO.

WAftMINCTON

New York

Car Load of up to date rurniture
ilue to arrive this week at Futrelle's.
NOTICE TO IIOllNF; OWNERS.

policy.

!

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

e.

Ilvo Years of Journalism.

As the years have passed several
nave expressed a willingness to have
their names placed on our PooKs.
Some of these have kindly offered
monetary
therewith,
contributions
Some have restrained their natural
Impulses of generosity, expecting to
West
settle with our administrator
I
Lafayette
Indicator.

Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we can
not show in a style to please you. Come, see.

e

Cole-train-

Votaries Ilildlc Appolnliil.
The following have been appointed
notaries public liy Acting i lo ernor J.
. Itayuolds:
James V. Jturnett. of W in., I, i Hero
comity; Clay Higginliottoni. of Texico,
Itoosevelt county; William S. Koiirne,
of Capltan. Lincoln county.
Artickv of luirMfiiitiiiu.
The following articles of iueorpMia-tiohave been liled in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Kayimlds:
Folsom Lumber Company. Principal
place of business at Folsom.
Territorial agent. Francis C. White,
at Kolsom. Capital slock. $10,000.
divided into one hundred
shares
of the par value of $100 each, object
lumber business. Duration, fitly yeurs.
Incornoi'Atorn lt.n1:imill lf 1,'llltrhllm
im- tw.tli
and Kdirar W. Pule-tiiiton. und Francis C. White, of Folsom.
.Superior
Refining Company.
The
Principal place of businetm in New
Mexico at Roswell, Chaves county.
Territorial agent, M. Well at Koswell.

Summer Suits at - - $12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6

Phelps-Slok- s,

House.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Stokes, who recently

the first edition through.
The Indicator then was a modest
,ittle sheet. It had no marble stairs
miiu iiu hwiu moving elevators, ana
the circulation department was In
very close touch with the editorial.
We hardly knew a display ad from
a reading notice. But luckily bur long
residence and study of local conditions in West Lufayette trained us for
the arduous duties of chronicling Its
events. We had swum in the Tuscarawas with most of its leading citizens and had played blackmail and
gone on kissing parties with many of
the present matrons In West I.afa-yett- e
society. We new the social
status of every man in town, who was
his grandmother, what church he
and we knew who used nap- kins when they had no company.
In these five years the Indicator has
prospered beyond the fondest dreams
.of the management. At the begin
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
ning we oweil only a few people. Now
we owe most everybody, and with
those we have slighted we are willing
make a liberal adjustment in the
OFFICIAL MATTERS to
matter. It Is far from our Intention
to show any partiality in our editorial

,'

Chicago. April

19.
"Comrade" .1.
of New York, avowed socialist and reputed millionaire.
Wednesday night formally defended
himself from the accusation of being
a capitalist.
His emphatic defense drew equally
emphatic applause from the 400 socialists, wage earners ami factory
EirU who heard hlni speak at Hull

i.
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We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Eccentric Millionaire Spends
Evening Cheering Fellow
Socialists.

Cir. Cial and Second

O.

7'S HERE GALORE.!

S

W.V.Frutrelle furniture Co

jsierKitcben Cabinet
OupTTVkU

gists.

For Summer Comfort?

I S HAVING

Doing ItiislnrKS Again.
"When my friends thought I was
about to take leave of this world, on
account of Indigestion, nervousness
and general debility," writes A. A.
Chlsholm, Treadwell. N. V.. nnd when
It looked as If there was no hope
left, I was persuaded to try Electric
Bitters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing me. I am now doing business again ns of old. And am still
gaining daily." Ilest tonic medicine
on earth,
Guaranteed by all drug-

pantry, cupboard ami
work-tabl- e
combined.
It saves work end glTes
you more time for other
thing!. A large assortment of styles and finishes Just received. See
window display. Including a handsome Superior Range. The range
that will stand more
fire than any range on
the market. Prices and
terms to suit everybody.

A

Are You on the Lookout

. HELPS -- STOKES

SeCy

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN- TY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
S
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

0
0

D

TWO-THIRD-

j
'

WITH
WITH

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

EVENING CITIZEN.

upervlsors
The motto was. "Honor
Sev- iby father and thy mother."
I
K
ral members of th boys' band kind X
i
ly furnished delightful music during e
o h
q in
the serving of be cream arid cake.
ic
u
ier
"Well, George, we hnvc another
lean docket." remarked Thomas Mc- is
I
2 1
Milieu, thief of police,
to George IU
W JX
sJB
Judge, this morning, as
ralg,
police
KATIIKK ItlltlXASI.
the latter entered the police court
Continuing Chief McMlllln said
Partly 'ooin.
April lft
We are especially' well prepared (a
Iiinvci'. Colo.
rbls Is eeitalnlv the dullest month g
In north flinl
cli iilv with rri
police department has ever
the
that
Saturday.
mill
tonight
I'
I
xpcrlcnced.
a supply the wants of young men in
We usually pick up
o b
i
ic
I
nary
All
two,
one.
or
a
lrunk
but
the way of nobby suits at reasoniti:i i
- 3
iy Is Unit Albuquerque Is getting 8
good."
B
Y
n
o
A.Wb
able prices.
N'.i I
On time
The windows at the Marvev Indian
Nil T On time
inn Mexican building are Kept o
Ni. 9 On time
lean, that a good many iieixms are
No. 8 7:30 p. in.
led to believe that the window
are
v
p. m
p;
Young Men's 3 Piece Suits all
open. This morning a stranger while e
v
No. 4
spoons,
sudlooking
Q
at
of
a
collection
I
In
the
is
the New Fabrics, Single or Dou11. S. SUlwell. of S;nta l
leniy leaned over and expectorated a
city today.
Idg gob of tobacco Juice upon a large
ble Breasted Including the H. S.
11
John Vntnoii. of Alamogordo, N window. "Well say." said the stranger
& M. Make
on
business.
.
C.
A.
in
Tripp,
Wright
Albuquerque
charge
In
M. is
and
thought that window was open."
F. A. Manaanab. of l.as Vegas, if" in
With that he proceeded to clean the 5
tin' city on business.
$l2-$22.splotches
the window with a big
(JeOlgc F. WllSOH. Of 1.IIS ClUCCS, bandanna on
strang
The
handkerchief.
elty.
night
in
the
spent lust
er was from Arkansas.
I
I, ft I M
S
Ulshnp Kendrlck Is holding convoReports received this week from
Houglns.
Arizona.
fit
cation services
along the Itlo
the
ranches
fruit
Young Men's Two Piece Suits
Mrs. W. H. Chllders has gone to Grande are to the effect that the re
t
Favwood Hot Springs on n pleasure cent cold snap did not do
in Blue Serge or Light Colored
trip.
amount of damage, contrary to the
Materials.
first Impression of fruit growers. The I
Mrs. S. H. Nichols, of Kl Paso,
tlie
nt
morning
is
niid
fact that the entire fruit crop of
hen- this
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and other
Alva rado.
'
failure as the result
Mr. and Mrs. 11. 1'.. Kay are enjoy states will be asnow,
sleet and rain
In
n visit from. Mis. J. K. Mead of of the severe
storm of recent date makes the out c
I liner, Mich.
Cll
look for New Mexico fruit growers
See our line of Boy's Washable Suits, sizes 3
P. S. Woodruff and family, from and dealers
very
bright.
prices
The
II
San Marclal. are in Albuo.tierqiii for of fruit are likely to be much higher I
in White and Colored Goods. $1.50 to
years
9
a short stay.
during the coming season than in
$3.50 in Russian and Blouse Styles.
Mrs. P.essie Illalock. of Galveston, years past and the market will be
Texas, who has been here for several better than the supply. It is an ill
Don't Forget that we sell
days on business, returned to her wind that blows nobody good, and
home this morning.
the fruit growers of New Mexico
111
Frank K. Sherfey. of Indianapolis whose orchards have thus far es
who has been unending the winter caped the cold are feeling prosper
u
)
u
months in A Ibuuuerunc. lias returned ous already.
to his Indiana home.
Mrs. M. C. Grady and
"Mr.
and
HERMAN 'ZWEIGART
of the soiis.Koberl and Maris, left this aft 8
J. Stein, superintendent
y
Hnrvev houses, and stationed at l.ns ernoon for Albuquerque, N. M., where
Vegas, left for that place this morn
PROPRIETOR
they will live. The Gradys left Kan y
1
Alvarado.
in nr. after Inspecting the
sas on the advice of physicians, who
Uov Corhan got one of the three say that Mrs. Grady's health will be IC a rnn fi, Cnal
IRti
Phnna
uw 11 m
i
hits inade by l'ueblo in the Lincoln benefited by the change." The fore- rjniiiuusuuui
Itame Wednesday. He also made one going Item was taken from the Km- nut-oand throe assists, without an poria Gazette. William Allen White' rvwinrYvrifVYrmfrmYyTinrn
error.
Kansas paper, nnd announces the ad- Probate Clerk Walker Issued the ditlon to Albuquerque musical cir
following marriage licenses yesterday cles of Prof. M. C Grady, one of the
Kiluardo Herrera. age 24 unci lJon best known and most popular band
He
nnrla Lopez, age 24, both of Carnel leaders In the state of Kansas.
resigned positions as musical director kf J
X. M.
1
I CD 1
of the of two bauds at Km poria the Second
I
R. .1. Siinford. president
A. I
Kansas Citv. Missouri, union depot regiment band and theboy"Kid" band. w.
u
u
sw
r-xr-musicians. m
who has been In Albuquerque several a wonder in the line of
da vs. with Mrs. Sanfnrd. left for the known all over that state In order
sun
IFM
bring
of
wife
to
land
lo
the
his
night.
east last
115-11- 7
Professor Grady was also
Kalnli Glaze, who played ball here shine.
Slate
Kansas
the
at
musical
director
ago,
play
years
is
Between Railroad and Copper Aw., Tel. 74
two
with Trinidad
normal, the largest Institution of its
ing with the Itoston Americans till
at
In
thfe
States,
located
United
season. He held Washington down to kindporia,
Km
and was formerly musical
three hits In Wednesday u game.
of
director
the Presbyterian collegu
There will be a regular meeting of In Kansas and
other educational in
Adah Chapter. No. d, o. K. S.
stitutions.
Professor Grady will not
will be served. All memwork at present, iiii
musical
undertake
bers urgently requested to be pres- although
since ills arrival in Albu rvl
ent. By order of worthy matron.
querque Wednesday night he has had
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
Hugh H. Harris, supervisor of the several flattering offers. He expects
Mount Taylor and Manzano national to locate permanently in this city.
HARNESS
HA
SADDLERY
forests, is In Santa Fe, according to
will
be there
He
the New Mexican.
Women's house slippers, light me
several days on official business.
dium or heavy soles, low heels, soft
AGENTS FOR
uppers,
arnarrow, round or wide toes
Angeles,
II. I Antone, of I.os
Comfortable,
straps.
or
Kl
with
without
Paso
night
from
last
rived here
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
and Old Mexico, where he went sev- neat, well wearing. Prices range from
eral months ago to inspect the mining $1 to $2. C. May's shoe store.
company,
West
Uailroafl fwenue.
properties of Graham and
John Deere Plows and Implements
mine owners.
I, ATE TO CLASSIC!'.
TOO
agent
for the
J.' W. Hubbs, relief
in
Winona Wagons
TTarvev eating houses, recently
McCormick Mowers and Repairs
SALK-Se- e irst-class
saddle liors'-- .
charge of a house at Merced, Cal.. KOK II. H. Wllhite, Alvarado
hotel.
spent yesterday In the city and went
to Lamy last night to relieve the
SATI'ltDAVS SPIX IAI. SAI.i:.
manager of the Harvey house there.
2"c
cans of pie peaches
It. Ptevens, a local boy, now with
OMc
ilio rcl Paso nnd Southwestern, at El Large cans of cream
2uc
2
cans
(thisj
of
clams
Albuquerque
in
Paso, arrived
10c
mornln. He visited his parents sev- 12 hie can of jam
20c
eral hours and left on passenger No. Postum Cereal
tomjitoes
10c
California
busi2 for Kansas City on official
per
08c
pkg
Vermicelli,
ness.
Oiie
Pop corn, tier pkg
representing
the Gallon
James Carter.
40c
can of syrup
News and Times of Denver, is in the 4 lbs of soda cracki-r2"ic
city In the Interest of the two papers 1(1 lb can of iiest lard
$1.25
he represents. He is a pleasant genlb of Walter Makers Cocoa.... 4.".c
tleman, full of energy and tact, and Cream
Kic
of Wheat
no doubt will secure many patrons for Tapioca, per pkg
One
his papers.
rt cans of Deviled Ham
2rc
Special communication of Temple
Saturday
TIIK MAZK.
lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M..
Wm. RlflKF, Proprietor.
evening, at 7:80 o'clock, for work in
o
the F. C. and M. M. degrees. AHer
t'lltST CLASS HAY, STKAW.
work a banquet will be served. By
FKK.D. AT
CHOPPED
AMI
J. ('. Ferger, ClttlV
order of the W. M.
.1. F. PAI,Mi:U'S, 11UST AMI MAI!
secretary.
yci-niKCapt. John F. Fullerton, who arrived from Socorro this morning, say.
.
I.. Trimble
i Co. will run an
celethat the people of the Gem City 11.
excursion to Silva's place in Tijera.-of
Governor
removal
brated the
canyon, Sunday, for $1, round trip.
and the appointment of The wagon will leave the Second
Captain George Curly with a great Street barn at 7 a. m. Wagons will
Jollitlcation.
leave canyon returning at fi o'clock
P. Golding and wife, of Kansas p. in.
Citv. Missouri, who have been the
Itreed your mare to the best tro'
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. .V. Wright
219
for several days went to Kl Paso this ting stallion in New Mexico
morning, where they will w itness theg Copper avenue.
hull light at Juarez Sunday. Heturu-inIT IS NICK TO M AKKKT WIIK1J
here, they will proceed to Grand
voc can ;kt kvkuvthim; voi:K.
Canyon und California.
N K.K1
AT ONK I'LACK. TKV J.
Antonio Galllgos was arrested this PALMKK'S.
MAU- KIKST AXI
morning by Constable Garcia, upon, tjl'l'l'l
Ia warrant sworn out by Carlo Maru-gowho charged C.alligos with obI Mining lessons Friday evenings at
taining money for labor to be per- Mcintosh hall
in the Woman's club
was
given
defendant
formed. The
building. Gold avenue, between Fifth
his liberty by Justice of the Peace and Sixtli ttreels. Commencing April
Btromt
117. moutn
$13,
Albuquerque,. Ne
MeCiellan. upon giving bond to per- Jtitli.
dot, doa.
North rirmt atramt
form the work contracted to be como
I. pleted by him.
V
W.
For Sale
Dr. F. A. Jones, the mining en Futrelle.
gineer, returned this morning from
attending to otUcial business at Hos
well. Ho savs that Roswell was in
readiness w lien he left for the en
tertuinment of the Panhandle cattle mens convention, una mat a larX
number of out of town people were INJlNWWW
III
expected.
The doctor was abaenl
from the city ten days.
"Parents' day" was observed at ill
v
First ward school Thursday, April IS
III
II I
It was in the form of a reception
'ZilX.
to
lh
from the pupils and teacheis
GOLD)
superintendent
AVE.
the
and
nareiits. the
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There is real satisfaction in
buying: our Shoes and Oxfords. You get the style, the
character, the fit and quality
that make it such a pleasure
to wear them.
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PERSONAL

PLEASING SHOE STYLES

It7.

Kl:llAV. APP.II,

LTL

A

sil

i
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11--

:

Native and
.Kansas l.itv,

J'J

LIU

50

fill

any-grea-

wind yon mnnl In
mr IM' spring IIim ami n
to mnkc your whTtlmtM.

iu

will HihI

jit.--t

Hie-lim-

Men's l.itlil MuxMen's Oxford
Wonwn'.n l.lRlit
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BRICHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
118-12-
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2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Packages, 2Sc and
1 IV tins. 4Sc.

per lb.

JSC

I
I
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Uns,

lb

.tins. St. 00.

8 So.

with

Golden Gate coffe- e- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try

premium.

tilt.

12-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40o.

85
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Hart Shaffner & Marx Suits

81
81

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

ut

Capitol Coffee
bucket,
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Spring Lamb
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THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W.R.R.Ave.l

1321-32- 3

GO.

Tinners

Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

the
most
complete
in the city
is

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
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Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.
UlMt. Clock,
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DEAL.
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Savin
Ice Pads
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Alaska Refrigerators
Our

Rfilerclhiamilts

3.

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

Hardware
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Wholesale Distributors
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Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED
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Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Aritona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the Weid.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It cmi be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made hereT It can It
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
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TICKETS

R.R

We say to you

3

SOLO

1

18 W, R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical in
strument that needi repairs?
ISring it or ship it to

s.

Learnard & Lindemann
Largest music dealers In the southwest whu have engaged the services of

Li

H. K Spencer
export

1

B0U6HT.
EXCHANGED

Aneelatloa Offlct
Trsotsetloas
Curanl90o

ROSENFIEID'S,

Buy 'em to fit. Get style, too. Shop, shop
here with us. We've the proof. Of what?
Suits $18.00
Good clothes.
to $30.00. Other good suits $9 to $16.50
Stein-Bloch'-

AMD

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

122 South Second

Tun

i:!!

formerly of
FACTO ItY. Chicago,

repairman,

STP.OHKU

m

the

Address Home Office,

III.
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The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.
Is

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, tJ.
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